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On 05-18-2020 the Caledonia Police Department attempted the process of serving an ICAC
search warrant at 4305 Erie St., in the City of Caledonia.  While attempting to take NATHAN
LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB:  into custody, Davis became combative and separated
himself from the officer and drew a handgun from his own waistband and shot himself in the
head.  Davis was provided with life saving measures and ultimately conveyed to the Wheaton
Franciscan medical Center located at 3801 Spring St. in Racine, WI, where he subsequently died
from his self inflicted injuries.  Lt. Laehr of the Caledonia PD requested that DCI conduct the
OID investigation.

DCI responded with 1 SAC and 10 Special Agents and conducted officer interviews and
uniform/weapon inspections, scene investigation, hospital investigation and family notifications. 
DCI did not utilize the WSCL or the WSP TRU due to the small size of the scene and limited
items of evidence.

This case file will serve to hold all investigative reports from this investigation.
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SYNOPSIS

On 05/18/2020, the Caledonia Police Department (CAPD) attempted the execution of an Internet
Crimes Against Children (ICAC) search warrant at 4305 Erie Street, Village of Caledonia,
Racine County, Wisconsin.  

During the background investigation and surveillance for the search warrant, the CAPD received
information that the subject of the search warrant, Nathan L. Davis, was known to have numerous
firearms in his residence.  Based on that information, the CAPD decided to have Davis exit the
residence and walk to the parking lot prior to informing him of the search warrant.  

When CAPD officers and Davis arrived at his vehicle, which was located in the parking lot of his
apartment complex, officers attempted to take Davis into custody.  Davis became combative and
separated himself from the officer.  Davis was able to draw a handgun from his waistband and
shot himself in the head.  Officers on scene attempted live-saving measures and Davis was
transported to the Wheaton Franciscan Medical Center in Racine, Wisconsin, where he died from
his injuries.

On 05/18/2020, the CAPD contacted the Wisconsin Department of Justice – Division of Criminal
Investigation (WI DOJ-DCI) and requested assistance with the investigation into the death of
Davis.  On 05/18/2020, at approximately 10:00 a.m., Special Agent in Charge (SAC) David R.
Klabunde contacted Special Agent (S/A) Courtney R. Bauer and requested her response to the
scene.  Shortly after the initial request, S/A Bauer requested S/A Matthew R. Anderson assist
with the management, documentation, and processing of the scene.  This report shall serve to
document the activities associated with the management, documentation, and processing of the
scene. 

SCENE CONTROL/SECURITY

Control and security of the scene was maintained through the constant presence of the CAPD
from the time of the incident until the conclusion of the scene examination on 02/07/2019 at
approximately 2:08 p.m.

On 05/18/2020, at approximately 11:30, shortly after S/A Bauer’s arrival on scene, S/A Bauer
met with CAPD officers and detectives on scene.  At that time, an adequate perimeter had already
been established.  S/A Bauer spoke with a CAPD officer who stated one of the detectives had
started a scene entry log within the parking lot.  Later in the investigation, S/A Anderson spoke
with a CAPD officer who stated he would continue the scene entry log, as the initiating detective
had moved to the interior of the apartment building.  

At the conclusion of the crime scene examination, S/A Bauer obtained a photograph of the scene
entry log from the secondary officer.  That image was preserved within the scene photographs
and electronically submitted to DCIR.
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WEATHER CONDITIONS

Weather conditions at the time of the incident were obtained from archived weather data records
supplied by the National Weather Service to www.wunderground.com.  Weather conditions at the
time of the call were recorded at the nearest weather reporting station at Milwaukee Mitchell
International Airport, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on 05/18/2020.

PARTICIPATING SCENE INVESTIGATORS

S/A Courtney R. Bauer – WI DOJ-DCI
S/A Matthew R. Anderson – WI DOJ-DCI

LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR CONDUCTING SCENE EXAMINATION

The scene was located at the north end of a parking lot that provided access to the public.

The photographs of the interior of the Honda CR-V was conducted under the legal authority of a
search warrant, in which CAPD Detective (Det.) Lakentric Thomas was the affiant.  On
05/14/2020, Det. Thomas presented the Affidavit and Search Warrant to Honorable Judge
Maureen Martinez of the Racine County Circuit Court, Branch 3.  Judge Martinez issued the
warrant authorizing the search of “…any vehicles on the curtilage or on the street associated with
the occupants of the premises and all occupants of the premises.”  A copy of the search warrant
was attached to DCI Report #20-3776/5, authored by WI DOJ-DCI S/A Ricardo E. Tijerino.  A
physical search of the vehicle was not conducted by S/A Bauer or S/A Anderson.

SCENE DESCRIPTION
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The scene, which was approximately forty-five feet wide (north/south) and twenty-seven feet
long (east/west), was located in the north central portion of the parking lot west of 4305 Erie
Street, Village of Caledonia, Racine County, Wisconsin.  The parking lot was located on the east
side of Erie Street, with Ber-Wil Drive to the north and apartment buildings to the south.  The
parking lot was accessible from a service road that extended east from Erie Street at two
locations, one north of Thunderbird Drive and one south of Thunderbird Drive, and also extended
west from North Main Street at two locations, one north of Campus Court and one south of
Campus Court .

Numerous civilian vehicles were parked in parking stalls on the north end of the parking lot,
facing north.  Two of the civilian vehicles were in the direct vicinity of the scene, along with one
law enforcement vehicle.  The law enforcement vehicle was parked south of the scene facing
northeast .
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Of the two civilian vehicles located in the direct vicinity of the scene, the west vehicle was
identified as a red 2010 Chevrolet Cobalt LS Coupe with assigned Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN) 1G1AB1F58A7151130, and bearing Wisconsin Registration 521-WKN.  The east vehicle
was identified as a green 2003 Honda CR-V Sport Utility Truck with assigned VIN

 and bearing Wisconsin Registration 

The law enforcement vehicle was identified as a black 2017 Ford F-150 Pickup Truck with
assigned VIN 1FTEW1EF4HKC86717, and bearing Wisconsin Registration E1641.  The law
enforcement vehicle was registered to the Caledonia Village Police Department and exhibited
decals identifying it as a law enforcement vehicle.  It was also assigned as squad number 216.

SCENE EXAMINATION

On 05/18/2020, S/A Bauer and S/A Anderson conducted the documentation and processing of the
scene.  The scene documentation and processing occurred from 05/18/2020 at approximately
11:30 a.m. to approximately 2:04 p.m.
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Prior to arrival on scene, S/A Bauer had received information that two WI DOJ-DCI special
agents, S/A Ann M.J. Sheridan and S/A Neil J. McGrath, were assigned to the hospital to which
the decedent had been transported.  S/A Bauer spoke with S/A Sheridan about evidentiary
photographs at the hospital, and informed her, with the approval of SAC Klabunde, S/A
Anderson would respond to the hospital for photographs.

On 05/18/2020, at approximately 11:21 a.m., S/A Bauer arrived on scene.  S/A Bauer met with
SAC Klabunde, S/A Anderson, and S/A Scott D. Marlock, as well as CAPD officers and
detectives.  S/A Bauer received a briefing from SAC Klabunde and the CAPD detectives
regarding the events surrounding the incident and the current status of the investigation.

S/A Bauer spoke with SAC Klabunde regarding the photographs at the hospital and he approved
S/A Anderson’s response to the hospital for the photographs.  S/A Anderson left the scene and
went to the hospital. 

On 05/18/2020, at approximately 11:30, S/A Bauer spoke with a CAPD officer who stated one of
the detectives had started a scene entry log within the parking lot.  Later in the investigation, S/A
Anderson spoke with a CAPD officer who stated he would continue the scene entry log, as the
initiating detective had moved to the interior of the apartment building.  

At approximately 11:35 a.m., S/A Bauer conducted an initial scene walk-through, which
consisted of walking around the perimeter of the scene at the northcentral portion of the parking
lot.  While conducting the initial scene walk-through, S/A Bauer observed plastic evidence flags
that had been placed within the scene prior to her arrival.

Shortly after the initial scene walk-through, S/A Bauer received a phone call from S/A Anderson
who stated he would be returning to the scene to assist with the scene examination, as S/A
McGrath had taken photographs at the hospital.  S/A McGrath took thirty-seven photographs of
the decedent and electronically submitted the photographs to DCIR.  For further information
regarding the photographs, see S/A McGrath’s report (DCI 20-3776/4).  

Det. Thomas approached S/A Bauer and informed her that he had photographs of the scene prior
to the removal of the decedent.  S/A Bauer viewed the scene photographs with Det. Thomas and
was able to observe the body positioning, as well as the location of a firearm on scene, prior to
her arrival.

S/A Bauer was informed the CAPD was going to execute their initial search warrant within the
decedent’s apartment.  S/A Bauer allowed the execution of that warrant concurrent to the scene
examination, as the incident did not occur near the decedent’s apartment.

S/A Bauer was informed by SAC Klabunde that there was approved legal access to the scene for
the scene examination.  S/A Bauer commenced the scene documentation via photography.
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S/A Bauer conducted an examination of the exterior of the 2010 Chevrolet Cobalt, beginning at
the rear of the vehicle and moving around the vehicle in a clockwise motion.  S/A Bauer did not
observe any items of evidentiary value related to the vehicle.  S/A Bauer did not observe any
related exterior damage to the Chevrolet Cobalt.

S/A Bauer conducted an examination of the exterior of the 2005 Honda CR-V, beginning at the
rear of the vehicle and moving around the vehicle in a clockwise motion.  S/A Bauer observed
two sunglass lenses on the ground in the area of the front driver’s side quarter panel and the
sunglass frames on the roof of the vehicle, above the front passenger’s side door.  S/A Bauer also
observed a fired cartridge case on the ground near the front passenger’s side door.  The exterior
of the vehicle exhibited significant dents on the rear passenger’s side quarter panel.  S/A Bauer
was unable to determine if the dents were a result of the incident or if they had been visible prior
to the incident.

S/A Bauer noted the vehicle doors were locked.  Later during the scene examination, S/A Bauer
and S/A Anderson were provided with a set of keys located during CAPD’s execution of their
search warrant.  S/A Bauer attempted every key on the set of keys in the front driver’s side door
locking mechanism, unsuccessfully.  Near the end of the scene examination, S/A Bauer and S/A
Anderson were provided with a vehicle key located during CAPD’s execution of their search
warrant.  S/A Anderson utilized the vehicle key in the front driver’s side door locking mechanism
and opened the doors.  S/A Bauer photographed the interior of the vehicle, but did not manipulate
any of the items within the vehicle, nor did she or S/A Anderson conduct a physical search of the
vehicle.  After the photographs were obtained, S/A Bauer locked the vehicle and turned the
vehicle key over to CAPD.

S/A Bauer conducted an examination of the exterior of the 2017 Ford F-150, beginning at the rear
of the vehicle and moving around the vehicle in a clockwise motion.  S/A Bauer did not observe
any items of evidentiary value related to the vehicle.  S/A Bauer did not observe any related
exterior damage to the Ford F-150.

S/A Bauer began the examination of the northcentral pavement west of the scene. S/A Bauer
observed a tiny piece of red plastic west of the scene, but could not determine a source.  Later in
the scene examination, S/A Bauer located another tiny piece of red plastic east of the law
enforcement vehicle.  
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S/A Bauer observed a large red stain, resembling blood on the pavement south of the civilian
vehicles and north of the law enforcement vehicle.  Two swabs of that substance were collected
as evidence (20-3776/1.1).  

In the northeast corner of the stain, S/A Bauer observed a blue baseball cap, upside down, lying
on the ground.  S/A Bauer observed the inner band of the hat to read “FLEXFIT” and the back of
the hat had “Cold Blood” embroidered in white at its base.  S/A Bauer turned the hat over and
observed the front of the hat had the letters “AFMC” embroidered in red.  The baseball hat was
collected as evidence (20-3776/1.2).

North of the baseball hat and west of the rear driver’s side tire of the Honda CR-V, S/A Bauer
observed a leather wallet, lip balm, and e-cigarette on the pavement.  S/A Bauer examined each
of the items, noting various items within the wallet.  The wallet was blue leather with the words
“Cold Blooded” on the front in white.  Inside the wallet, one interior pocket had the letters
“RWBF” in red, white, and blue and the other pocket had the letters “AFMC”, also in red, white,
and blue.   Inside the pockets were numerous cards, to include a
Wisconsin Driver’s License.  Both of which were assigned to Nathan L. Davis.  S/A Bauer also
observed two one-dollar bills in the wallet.  S/A Bauer removed the items from the wallet and
photographed them.  While removing the items, S/A Bauer also identified a folded piece of paper
as a Certificate of Release or Discharge from Active Duty from the United States Military and a
Wisconsin Certificate of Vehicle Registration for a motorcycle (VIN 1HD1GHV1X5K310649). 
After the wallet contents were photographed, S/A Bauer returned the contents to the wallet and
collected the wallet, its contents, the lip balm, and the e-cigarette as evidence (20-3776/1.3).

Further north, on the ground between the Chevrolet Cobalt and the Honda CR-V, S/A Bauer
observed two sunglass lenses.  The lenses were located between the passenger’s side front tire of the
Chevrolet Cobalt and the driver’s side front tire of the Honda CR-V.  S/A Bauer examined both
lenses for damage, finding none.  The lenses were collected as evidence (20-3776/1.4).

S/A Bauer moved to the passenger side of the Honda CR-V and observed a black pair of sunglass
frames, upside down, on the roof of the Honda CR-V .  S/A Bauer examined the
frames and observed “i-gogs” imprinted on the left endpiece.  The sunglass frames were collected as
evidence (20-3776/1.5).

On the ground near the passenger’s side front door, S/A Bauer observed a fired .380 cartridge case. 
The fired cartridge case bore the head stamp “HORNADY .380 AUTO” and was collected as
evidence (20-3776/1.6).

S/A Bauer continued the scene examination by photographing the interior of the apartment complex
at 4305 Erie Street.  S/A Bauer did not see any evidence of a struggle in the hallways leading to the
exterior of the building from the decedent’s apartment.  S/A Bauer also photographed and examined
the decedent’s apartment door, noting nothing of evidentiary value.

EVIDENCE
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During the course of the scene examination, the following items of evidence were collected.

20-3776/1.1 – Swabs of apparent blood stain recovered from large pool on parking lot
pavement.

20-3776/1.2 – Blue baseball hat recovered from the parking lot pavement southwest of the
Honda CR-V.

20-3776/1.3 – Blue wallet and contents, lip balm, and e-cigarette recovered from the
parking lot pavement southwest of the Honda CR-V.

20-3776/1.4 – Sunglass lenses recovered from the parking lot pavement northwest of the
Honda CR-V.

20-3776/1.5 – Sunglass frames recovered from the roof of the Honda CR-V.

20-3776/1.6 – Fired .380 caliber cartridge case with headstamp “HORNADY .380
AUTO”, recovered from the parking lot pavement east of the Honda CR-V.

20-3776/1.7 – Ruger LCP II .380 caliber semi-auto handgun, containing five unfired
cartridges in the magazine and one in the chamber; S/N: 380256506.

20-3776/1.8 – Set of keys on a tan lanyard.

20-3776/1.9 – Miscellaneous clothing from the decedent.

20-3776/1.10 –Pair of blue jeans.

20-3776/1.11 – Black and white baseball style shirt.

20-3776/1.12 – Black puffer jacket.

20-3776/1.13 – USB drive containing photographs from CAPD.

20-3776/1.14 – Compact disc containing photographs from CAPD.

EVIDENCE DISPOSITION

On 05/18/2020, at approximately 1:17 p.m., S/A Bauer received a paper evidence bag from
CAPD Det. Christopher Schuster that was found to contain a black Ruger LCP II .380 caliber
semi-automatic handgun, containing five unfired cartridges in the magazine and one loose unfired
cartridge that had been ejected from the chamber by CAPD.  The handgun bore serial number
380256506.  Det. Schuster had recovered the handgun from the parking lot pavement southwest
of the Honda CR-V prior to the arrival of S/A Bauer.  Det. Schuster had also ejected the
magazine and the unfired cartridge from the chamber.  The items had been locked in Det.
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Schuster’s law enforcement vehicle from the time he recovered them until they were turned over
to S/A Bauer.  S/A Bauer removed the handgun, magazine, and unfired cartridge from the
evidence bag for photographs on scene.  S/A Bauer returned the items to the evidence bag and
upon the conclusion of the scene examination, transported the items to the WI DOJ-DCI
Milwaukee Field Office where they were repackaged in a cardboard box and sealed.  The
handgun and accessories were subsequently identified as property item 20-3776/1.7.

Property items 20-3776/1.1 to 20-3776/1.5 were packaged at the scene and remained in the
exclusive custody of S/A Bauer until they were secured in evidence at the WI DOJ-DCI
Milwaukee Field Office on 05/28/2020, at approximately 11:23 a.m.  Property item 20-3776/1.6
was also packaged at the scene and remained in the exclusive custody of S/A Bauer until
05/27/2020, when S/A Tijerino submitted it to the Wisconsin State Crime Lab (WSCL) at the
request of SAC Klabunde.  

Property items 20-3776/1.8 to 20-3776/1.14 were transferred to S/A Bauer by S/A McGrath on
05/19/2020 at approximately 12:00 p.m.  The property items had been in the custody of CAPD
from 05/18/2020 until they were transferred to S/A McGrath during the morning hours of
05/19/2020.  Property items 20-3776/1.8 and 20-3776/1.9 had been packaged in paper evidence
bags and sealed and labeled by CAPD.  S/A Bauer resealed and relabeled those items as evidence
for the WI DOJ-DCI.  Property items 20-3776/1.10 to 20-3776/1.12 had been packaged in paper
evidence bags by CAPD.  S/A Bauer examined the items then sealed and labeled the evidence
bags.  S/A Bauer reviewed the files from property items 20-3776/1.13 and 20-3776/1.14 and
submitted the files to DCIR.  The original items, a USB drive and compact disc, were packaged,
sealed, and labeled as evidence.  Property items 20-3776/1.9 to 20-3776/1.14 remained in the
exclusive custody of S/A Bauer until they were secured in evidence at the WI DOJ-DCI
Milwaukee Field Office on 05/28/2020, at approximately 11:23 a.m.  

On 05/26/2020, at approximately 1:54 p.m., S/A Bauer removed the set of keys on the lanyard
(20-3776/1.8) from its evidence packaging, at the request Racine County District Attorney (DA)
Patricia Hanson.  DA Hanson had contacted S/A Tijerino on 05/26/2020 at approximately 7:44
a.m., stating the vehicle key from the lanyard should be returned to the family members of the
decedent.  S/A Bauer removed the vehicle key from the lanyard and turned it over to S/A Tijerino
at approximately 1:55 p.m.  S/A Bauer resealed the rest of the keys and lanyard at approximately
1:58 p.m.  After the item was resealed, property item 20-3776/1.8 remained in the exclusive
custody of S/A Bauer until they were secured in evidence at the WI DOJ-DCI Milwaukee Field
Office on 05/28/2020, at approximately 11:23 a.m.

SCENE DOCUMENTATION

The scene was documented through photography by S/A Bauer.  S/A Bauer captured 120
photographs, which were electronically submitted to DCIR.
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Photographs of the decedent were captured through photography by S/A McGrath.  For further
information regarding that documentation, refer to S/A McGrath’s report (20-3776/4).

CAPD obtained scene photographs prior to the arrival of S/A Bauer.  Those photographs were
memorialized on a USB drive and compact disc, turned over to S/A Bauer, and subsequently
placed into evidence.  The USB contained forty photographs of the scene, as well as a number of
other intel photographs from prior to the incident.  The compact disc contained 137 photographs,
to include search warrant photographs.



DCI – Arson Bureau 
Field Photographic Log Sheet 

 
Case #:  20-3776  S/A Courtney R. Bauer       Photo Date:    05/18/2020 
 
 

Image # Camera Direction Comments 
1  SE Overview of the intersection northwest of the scene (Ber-Wil 

Dr./Erie St.) 
2  SE Overview of the intersection street sign (Ber-Wil Dr./Erie 

St.) 
3  E Overview of the parking lot 
4  E Overview of the parking lot 
5  NE Overview of the parking lot 
6  NE Overview of the scene 
7  E Overview of the scene 
8  NE Overview of the rear of the police vehicle on scene 
9  SE Overview of the driver’s side of the police vehicle on scene 
10  SW Overview of the front of the police vehicle on scene 
11  NW Overview of the passenger’s side of the police vehicle on 

scene 
12  NE Overview of the scene 
13  NE Overview of the rear of the Chevrolet Cobalt 
14  NE Overview of the driver’s side of the Chevrolet Cobalt 
15  S Overview of the front of the Chevrolet Cobalt 
16  N/A Overview of the VIN from the Chevrolet Cobalt 
17  SW Overview of the passenger’s side of the Chevrolet Cobalt 
18  SW Overview of the passenger’s side rear quarter panel of the 

Chevrolet Cobalt 
19  NW Overview of the passenger’s side door of the Chevrolet 

Cobalt 
20  NW Overview of the front half of the passenger’s side of the 

Chevrolet Cobalt 
21  NE Overview of the rear of the Honda CR-V 
22  NE Overview of the driver’s side of the Honda CR-V 
23  E Overview of the driver’s side rear quarter panel of the Honda 

CR-V 
24  SE Overview of the driver’s side rear door of the Honda CR-V 
25  NE Overview of the driver’s side front door of the Honda CR-V 
26  NE Overview of the driver’s side front quarter panel of the 

Honda CR-V 
27  SE Overview of the front of the Honda CR-V 
28 O N/A Overview of the VIN from the Honda CR-V 
29  SW Overview of the passenger’s side of the Honda CR-V 
30  SW Overview of the passenger’s side front door of the Honda 



CR-V 
31  NW Overview of the passenger’s side rear quarter panel of the 

Honda CR-V (dents) 
32  NE Overview of the scene 
33  NE Medium view of the apparent blood on the pavement 
34  E Medium view of the apparent blood on the pavement 
35  SE Medium view of the apparent blood on the pavement 
36  SE Medium view of the apparent blood on the pavement 
37  S Medium view of the apparent blood on the pavement 
38  SW Overview of the baseball hat on the pavement 
39  SW Medium view of the baseball hat on the pavement 
40  SW Medium view of the apparent blood on the pavement 
41  NW Medium view of the apparent blood on the pavement 
42  NW Overview of the scene 
43  NW Medium view of red plastic on the pavement 
44  NE Overview of the scene 
45  NE Medium view of red plastic on the pavement 
46  NE Overview of Evidence #1-3 
47  NE Overview of Evidence #4 

48  SE Overview of Evidence #6 

49  NW Overview of Evidence #5-6 

50  NE Overview of apparent blood on the pavement (Evidence #1) 
51  NE Overview of Evidence #1 

52  NE Close view of Evidence #1 

53  NW Overview of the baseball hat on the pavement (Evidence #2) 
54  NW Close view of Evidence #2 

55  NW Close view of Evidence #2 

56  NW Close view of Evidence #2 

57  NW Close view of Evidence #2 

58  NW Close view of Evidence #2 

59  NW Close view of Evidence #2 

60  SE Close view of Evidence #2 

61  E Medium view of Evidence #2 

62  NE Overview of wallet, lip balm, and e-cigarette (Evidence #3) 
63  NE Close view of Evidence #3 

64  NE Close view of Evidence #3 

65  NE Close view of e-cigarette (Evidence #3) 
66  NE Close view of e-cigarette (Evidence #3) 
67  NE Close view of lip balm (Evidence #3) 
68  NE Close view of wallet (Evidence #3) 
69  N/A Close view of wallet (Evidence #3) 
70  N/A Close view of wallet contents (Evidence #3) 
71  N/A Close view  
72  N/A Close view of wallet contents (Evidence #3) 
73  N/A Close view of Wisconsin Driver’s License (Evidence #3) 



74  N/A Close view of Certificate of Release or Discharge from 
Active Duty (Evidence #3) 

75  N/A Close view of Wisconsin Vehicle Registration – Motorcycle 
(Evidence #3) 

76  N/A Close view of wallet and contents (Evidence #3) 
77  NE Medium view of Evidence #3 

78  NE Overview of sunglass lenses (Evidence #4) 
79  NW Close view of left sunglass lens (Evidence #4) 
80  N Close view of right sunglass lens (Evidence #4) 
81  N Medium view of Evidence #4 

82  NE Medium view of Evidence #4 

83  W Medium view of sunglass frames (Evidence #5) 
84  N/A Close view of Evidence #5 

85  N/A Close view of Evidence #5 

86  NW Medium view of Evidence #5 

87  NW Overview of fired cartridge case (Evidence #6) 
88  NW Close view of Evidence #6 

89  N/A Close view of Evidence #6 

90  N/A Close view of Evidence #6 

91  NW Medium view of Evidence #6 

92  N/A Medium view of keys 
93  NE Overview of the driver’s side of the detective squad parked 

in the northeast corner of the parking lot 
94  N Overview of the rear of the detective squad parked in the 

northeast corner of the parking lot 
95  E Overview of the west entrance to the apartment complex 
96  E Overview of the doorway to the second floor on the west 

side of the apartment complex 
97  N Overview of the second floor west hallway 
98  E Overview of the second floor north hallway 
99  S Overview of the entrance to Apartment 538 
100  SW Overview of the Apartment 538 door 
101  N/A Overview of the scene entry log 
102  N/A Overview of Evidence #7  
103  N/A Overview of handgun and magazine (Evidence #7) 
104  N/A Overview of handgun, magazine and unfired cartridge 

(Evidence #7) 
105  N/A Close view of Evidence #7 

106  N/A Close view of Evidence #7 

107  N/A Close view of Evidence #7 

108  N/A Medium view of Evidence #7 

109  N/A Close view of Evidence #7 

110  NW Overview of Honda CR-V key 
111  NW Overview of Honda CR-V key 
112  NE Overview of the interior driver’s side door of the Honda CR-



V 
113  NE Overview of the front passenger’s compartment of the 

Honda CR-V 
114  NW Overview of the interior passenger’s side door of the Honda 

CR-V 
115  NW Overview of the front passenger’s compartment of the 

Honda CR-V 
116  NW Overview of the rear passenger’s compartment of the Honda 

CR-V 
117  NE Overview of the rear driver’s side door of the Honda CR-V 
118  NE Overview of the interior rear passenger’s side compartment 

of the Honda CR-V 
119  NE Overview of the rear compartment of the Honda CR-V 
120  NE Overview of the rear door of the Honda CR-V 
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On May 18, 2020 at approximately 1:03 p.m. SAs Todd Higgins and Luke Hepp conducted an
interview of Caledonia Police Officer Branden Kerr regarding the apparent suicide of Nathaniel
L. Davis (W/M,   The interview took place in a conference room at the Caledonia
Police Department, 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, WI.

Officer Kerr advised he has been employed as a police officer with the Caledonia Police
Department (CAPD) since March 2015.  Prior to that, Officer Kerr was a Military Police Officer
for the United States Army for approximately 7 years and a Correctional Officer at the Racine
County Jail for approximately 9 months.  Officer Kerr is currently assigned to shift at CAPD
which runs from .

Officer Kerr said that on the date of this incident, May 18, 2020 he was assigned in squad #208. 
In the morning, Officer Kerr and others responded to the parking lot of St. Mesrob Armenian
Church, 4605 Erie Street, Caledonia, WI for a warrant briefing.  Officer Kerr was made aware
that a search warrant was going to be executed at an apartment at 4305 Erie Street, Caledonia,
WI.  Officer Kerr said investigators obtained information that the target of the search warrant,
Davis, was suspected to be armed.  Therefore, for the safety of officers and of Davis, CAPD
Sergeant Rager and Officer Sides planned to attempt a ruse to get Davis out of his apartment and
taken into custody prior to the execution of the search warrant.

While at St. Mesrob, Officer Kerr heard over the police radio that Sergeant Rager and/or Officer
Sides had voice contact with Davis and that Davis was expected to exit the building soon.  Prior
to Davis exiting the building however, Officers Kerr and Gelden were dispatched to a report of a
suicide on the west side of town.

Officer Kerr advised that he and Officer Gelden began to respond in an emergency fashion to this
call regarding a suicide.  After traveling approximately 1.5-2 miles, however, Officer Kerr heard
who he believed was Sergeant Rager state over the radio, “Shots fired.”  Officers Kerr and
Gelden conducted a U-turn and responded directly to the apartments at 4305 Erie Street.  Officer
Kerr said that upon his arrival other officers were already putting up crime scene tape.

Officers Kerr, Gelden, and Friesema were directed to clear and secure Davis’ apartment.  Officer
Kerr advised they did so and found the apartment to be unoccupied.  Officer Kerr returned
outside and saw that paramedics from the Caledonia Fire Department were on scene attending to
Davis.

Officer Kerr then accompanied Sergeant Rager back to the Caledonia Police Department and then
to the Fire Department so Sergeant Rager could be seen by paramedics due to Sergeant Rager's
complaint of ringing in his ears caused by the gunshot Davis fired.  This ended Officer Kerr’s
involvement in the incident.
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On 05-18-2020 S/A's from the WI DOJ - DCI responded to Caledonia PD and 4305 Erie Street,
Unit #538, Caledonia, WI regarding a possible Officer Involved Death Investigation that occurred
while members of the Caledonia PD attempted to execute an ICAC Search Warrant on NATHAN
LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB:  

On 05-18-2020 S/A Tijerino requested and received copies of the reports filed by members of the
Caledonia PD - Re: SW at NATHAN LEE DAVIS's residence located at 4305 Erie Street, Unit #
538, Caledonia, WI.  

S/A Tijerino reviewed the aforementioned reports and noted the following:

1- Report filed by Detective Lakentric D. Thomas - Re: Cyber Tip # 63842986
(NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB:  at 4305 Erie street, Unit #538, Racine,
WI) CAPD Incident # 20-007158.

2- Report filed by Detective Christopher T. Schuster - Re: Interview of Apartment Manager.

3- Report filed by Detective Christopher T. Schuster - Re: Search Warrant for DAVIS' cell 
phone records. 

4- Report filed by Detective Lakentric D. Thomas - Re: Search Warrant for DAVIS' 
residence.

5- Report filed by Detective Christopher T. Schuster - Re: Interview of DAVIS' ex-wife 
(B . DAVIS, W/F, DOB: ).

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the above listed reports as an attachment to this
report.
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On Monday, May 19, 2020, at approximately 11:30 a.m., S/A Neil McGrath reported to
Emergency Room 14 at All Saints Hospital, 3801 Spring St., Racine, WI.  S/A McGrath met DCI
S/A Ann Sheridan, Caledonia Police Department Detective Melissa Stardy and Officer Friesma,
and Medical Examiner Randy Sheef.  

S/A McGrath was assigned to take photographs of Nathan Lee Davis DOB: who was
deceased on a medical cot in the room.  S/A McGrath took 37 photographs of Davis and items of
Davis' clothing.  S/A McGrath transferred these photographs to the DCI case repository folder for
this investigation under this report number in accordance with DCI policy. 
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On 05-18-2020 S/A Tijerino requested and received a copy of the OP Plan and the SW used on
05-18-2020 - Re: NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB:  

S/A Tijerino reviewed the above listed items and noted the following:

1- OPERATIONAL (OP) PLAN

Authored by Detective Lakendric Thomas

Assigned Caledonia PD Case # 20-7158

Approved by Lt. Laehr

Background Information is provided on DAVIS

* No Criminal History
* said to have large quantity of guns
* Possible part of Motorcycle gang
* Served in U.S. Army

Target Location is listed as 4305 Erie Street, #538, Caledonia, WI

Suspect is listed as NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB:  

No Criminal Record is reported or noted

Vehicle Descriptions - 

2- SEARCH WARRANT 

Search Warrant was obtained in Racine County and approved by the Honorable Maureen 
Martinez in the Racine County Circuit Court - Branch 3

Complaining Officer:  Detective Lakendric Thomas

Date of Complaint: 05-14-2020

County of Place: Racine County

City, Village, Town of Place: Village of Caledonia

Address of Place: 4305 Erie Street, Apt. 538
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Criminal Offense: Possession of Child Pornography

In Violation of Statute: 948.12

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the above listed Operational Plan as an
attachment  to this report.

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the above listed Search Warrant as an attachment
to this report.
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:00 AM, Special Agent Ricardo Tijerino was
notified of an Officer Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, Wisconsin. The
notification was initiated by Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol. While enroute
to Caledonia, Wisconsin, SAC David Klabunde requested SA Tijerino respond to the Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) located at 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, Wisconsin, to assist in
the investigation efforts.

On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:45 AM, SA Tijerino arrived at CAPD. SA
Tijerino was briefed of the circumstances regarding the OID. 

On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 12:07 PM, SA Tijerino conducted the interview of
CAPD Robert W. Sides,  This interview took place within the CAPD.  Also
present for the interview was SA Todd Higgins.   Also present was Caledonia Police Officer
Union Attorney Robert Webber.

SA's Tijerino and Higgins introduced themselves to Officer Sides and displayed their WI
DOJ-DCI credentials for identification purposes. They also provided Officer Sides with business
cards. 

At this time S/A Tijerino informed Officer Sides that he had the option of having the interview
recorded and he agreed to have the interview recorded after consulting with his union Attorney: 
Robert Webber.

S/A Tijerino then clarified with Officer Sides that this interview was voluntary and asked Officer
Sides if he had been compelled to provide a statement.  Officer Sides stated that he had not been
compelled or ordered to provide a statement to DCI and was voluntarily cooperating with DCI.

Officer Sides stated that he has been an Officer with the Caledonia Police Department for
approximately twenty six (26) years more specifically since November 1994.  Officer Sides stated
that during his approximate 26 years with the Caledonia PD he has served as a Field Training
Officer, an Instructor for Vehicle Contacts, part of the Domestic Violence Team, Evidence
Technician, Traffic Investigator and  he is also responsible for the Vehicle Fleet and
Management.

Officer Sides stated that he was informed by Lt. Laehr at approximately 6:00 AM on 05-18-2020
that they would be conducting a Search Warrant at 4305 Erie Street, Unit # 538, Caledonia, WI. 
Officer Sides further stated that Lt. Laehr informed him that the target of the Search Warrant was
a NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB: 

Officer Sides stated that he was informed that the lead Detective in this investigation was
Detective Lakendric Thomas.  Officer Sides further stated that during the briefing he was
informed that DAVIS had no criminal history but was known to posses multiple firearms.
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Officer Sides stated that they came up with a ruse to safely get DAVIS out of the apartment 

Sgt. Rager would place him under arrest when
he came out of the apartment .

Officer Sides informed S/A's Tijerino and Higgins that he had worked the First Shift on Monday,
May 18, 2020.  Officer Sides indicated that he was working from 6:00 AM until 2:00 PM.  

Officer Sides advised S/A's Tijerino and Higgins that he did not consume any alcohol on the
evening of  Sunday, May 17, 2020.  He went to sleep at approximately 10:00 PM and later woke
up at approximately 4:30 AM as he has to be at work by 6:00 AM.  Officer Sides stated that he
arrived at CAPD at approximately 5:45 AM. 

Officer Sides stated that throughout the investigation, various members of the CAPD had been
checking for DAVIS and his vehicle which he described as a Green Honda CRV Wisconsin
Registration Plate  Officer Sides stated that earlier that morning Officer Jonathan
Friesema had located DAVIS's vehicle at 4305 Erie Street, Caledonia, Wisconsin.  

Officer Sides stated that during the background investigation of DAVIS, Detective Schuster had
interviewed the ex-wife of DAVIS.  Officer Sides stated that during that interview they were
informed that DAVIS was fascinated with child porn, owned multiple firearms and had some
motorcycle gang ties / affiliations.  

Officer Sides stated that they came up with a ruse to get DAVIS out of the house so they could
take him into custody without incident 

  Officer Sides further stated that the plan was that once
DAVIS was outside of his apartment they could take him into custody.

Officer Sides stated that the plan was that he, along with Sgt. Rager would be making contact
with DAVIS and they would be arresting him. 

Officer Sides stated that once they arrived on the parking lot of the Concord apartments located at
4305 Erie Street, Caledonia, Wisconsin.  Officer Sides stated that once they were at DAVIS's
vestibule they had their dispatcher place a phone call to DAVIS in order to get DAVIS to exit his
apartment and go to the parking lot area.  Officer Sides stated that DAVIS never answered that
phone after two (2) attempts. 

Officer Sides stated that he then rang the doorbell for Apt# 538 and  he then verbally interacted
with a male voice via an intercom whom he believed to be DAVIS.  Officer Sides asked the male
subject if he was NATHAN DAVIS and the subject stated; YES.  Officer Sides stated that he
then informed DAVIS that he was from the Caledonia Police Department 
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Officer Sides stated that he
(DAVIS) replied that he would be out shortly. 

Officer Sides used a diagram of the parking lot and apartment buildings to show the location
where they made their initial doorbell (verbal) contact with DAVIS.  Officer Sides affixed his
signature, date, and time to this diagram.

Officer Sides stated that they both initially walked back towards DAVIS's vehicle but after what
he believed to be five (5) minutes he decided to go back to the doorbell to contact DAVIS again
to find out if he was coming down to meet them.  Officer Sides stated that Sgt. Rager  stayed by
the car as he walked back to the doorbell. 

Officer Sides stated that as he was about to ring the doorbell for Apartment #538 he heard Sgt.
Rager talk to a subject and state:  "are you Nathan?" Officer Sides stated that he then observed a
subject later positively identified as DAVIS exit from a west side entry / exit door for the
apartment building.  Officer Sides stated that he was able to positively identify DAVIS as he
walked towards his vehicle.  Officer Sides described DAVIS as wearing a dark colored jacket,
dark colored pants and a baseball cap.   

Officer Sides stated that DAVIS walked west towards his parked Green Honda CRV.   Officer
Sides stated that as DAVIS was approaching his vehicle he was greeted by Sgt. Rager.  Officer
Sides stated that he could see DAVIS moving at a fast pace towards his vehicle.

Officer Sides stated that he was approximately ten (10) to twenty (2) yards away from the vehicle
so he started to walk towards the vehicle so he could back up Sgt. Rager.

Officer Sides stated that he walked towards DAVIS and Sgt. Rager at a faster than normal pace
but that was not running as he did not want to alarm DAVIS and give up the ruse.  Officer Sides
further stated that he then saw Sgt. Rager move towards DAVIS as he arrived at the vehicle. 
Officer Sides stated that he believed that Sgt. Rager was attempting to take DAVIS into custody
at that moment. 

Officer Sides stated that he observed what he thought was resistance from DAVIS as he appeared
to pull away from Sgt Rager so he started to run towards them when he suddenly heard what he
believed to be a gun shot and DAVIS fell to the ground at which time he saw Sgt. Rager back up
and draw his weapon.

Officer Sides stated that when he arrived at the scene he joined Sgt. Rager who was tactically
positioned at the rear of DAVIS's vehicle with his handgun drawn out and pointed towards
DAVIS who lay on the ground.  

Officer Sides stated that he could see DAVIS's body laying on the ground, facing away from them
and he had his left hand concealed under his body.  Officer Sides stated that Sgt. Rager shouted
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out numerous verbal commands towards DAVIS as they both had their guns drawn and pointed at
him (DAVIS).

Officer Sides stated that he radioed dispatch and informed them that shots were fired and after a
few seconds he approached DAVIS while Sgt Rager maintained cover. 

Officer Sides stated that he put his weapon away and approached DAVIS and handcuffed him
and rolled him from his face (front side) onto his backside. Officer Sides stated that he observed
that DAVIS had sustained a gunshot wound to his head area and there was a dark colored small
caliber semi-automatic in the area that Davis had previously concealed with his body.  

Officer Sides stated that he conducted a medical assessment of DAVIS 
  Officer Sides stated that he

asked for Medical services immediately after he checked him (DAVIS).  

Officer Sides stated that he observed a dark colored small caliber semi automatic handgun near
DAVIS's body.  Officer Sides further stated that the aforementioned handgun was photographed
by Detective Thomas and was then collected by Detective Schuster.

Officer Sides stated that he then checked Sgt. Rager to make sure he was OK and then he waited
until a supervisor and EMS arrived.

Officer Sides stated that a short time later he was told to go back to CAPD and wait. 

S/A Tijerino asked Officer Sides if he had any questions for the case agents or if he had anything
else to add to his statement.  Officer Sides stated that he did not have any questions and he had
nothing else to add to his statement.

S/A Tijerino terminated this interview at approximately 12:37 PM.

S/A Tijerino attempted to place the aforementioned audio recording of Officer Sides's interview
into evidence but due to a technical difficulty the recording device did not record the interview.

S/A Tijerino placed the diagram used in this interview into evidence as part of this report: 
20-3776/6.1.

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the aforementioned diagram noted as evidence
item #20-3776/6.1 as an attachment to this report.
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On Monday, 06-01-2020 S/A Tijerino met with CAPD Officer Sides and gave him the
opportunity to review his previous statement.  Officer Sides reviewed the report authored by S/A
Tijerino and did not find any misrepresentations or items that he believed needed to be changed. 

Officer Sides did want to add the following information to his statement:

Officer Sides stated that he was conducting a search of DAVIS prior to EMS arriving on scene
and he recalled removing a Vape Pen and chap stick from DAVIS's right pants pocket and then a
cell phone from his left pants pocket.  Officer Sides further stated that he also located a set of
keys from the left pocket of his jacket.  Officer Sides stated that he did not find any other
weapons on DAVIS' person.
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On 05-18-2020 S/A Tijerino requested and received a CD containing Radio communications
from Caledonia PD - Re: NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB: 

The aforementioned CD contains all radio communications originated by Caledonia PD during
the attempted arrest and subsequent self inflicted wound of DAVIS at 4305 Erie Street,
Caledonia, WI.

S/A Tijerino submitted the aforementioned CD into inventory as part of this report:  20-3776/7.1.
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On 05-18-2020 S/A Tijerino and Caledonia PD Detective Christopher T. Schuster made a death
notification to B . DAVIS, W/F, DOB:   - Re: NATHAN LEE DAVIS,
W/M, DOB: .

DAVIS identified herself as the ex-wife of NATHAN LEE DAVIS.

S/A Tijerino advised B . DAVIS that earlier that day her ex-husband had apparently
committed suicide while the Caledonia Police Department was attempting to arrest him and
execute a Search Warrant at his residence located at 4305 Erie Street, Unit # 538, Racine, WI.

DAVIS stated that she understood and stated that her ex-husband had made statements in the past
that the Police would not take him alive and they would not send him to jail so she was not
surprised by the fact that he took his own life.

S/A Tijerino asked B . DAVIS to please expand on some of his past statements.  At
that time B . DAVIS stated that her ex-husband had some mental issues and he had
actually attempted to commit suicide a few years earlier.  B . DAVIS stated that her
husband had lots of guns and he had anger issues.

B  DAVIS further stated that her ex-husband had made statements that he knew that
he would not make it to an old age and that he would kill himself if the Police ever came for him.

S/A Tijerino advised B DAVIS that he was aware that she had given Detective
Schuster a statement earlier on some of the things that her ex-husband had done to her but he
would not ask her to go through that again.  B . DAVIS stated that everything that she
told Detective Schuster earlier was true and she appreciated not having to talk about it again.

S/A Tijerino asked B . DAVIS if her ex-husband had any other relatives that should
be contacted.  B . DAVIS stated that she was only aware of him having two (2) living
relatives:

Grandma - M  R - living in Baraboo, WI

Sister - A S  living in Waukegan, IL

B  DAVIS stated that she did not have the contact information for either one of them
but she was pretty certain that they both still lived in those locations.

S/A Tijerino thanked BA . DAVIS for her time and again offered his condolences.
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On May 18, 2020 at approximately 1:25 p.m., S/A Neil McGrath and S/A Tamara Taubel
interviewed Caledonia Firefighter/Paramedic Anthony Aiello at Caledonia Fire and Rescue
Station 12 in Racine County, WI.  

Aiello stated he was working on Caledonia Fire and Rescue ambulance Med 32 from 7 a.m. to 7
p.m. the following day (B Shift).  Aillo stated he has been a Firefighter/EMT with Caledonia for
19 years.  Aiello stated other members working with him in Med 32 on the shift were Dave
Tondryk (driver) and Kevin Rogers (seated in back).  Aiello stated he was riding in the front
passenger seat when they responded to a call for assistance at 4305 Erie St.  This call came at
approximately 8:50 a.m.

Aiello and members of Med 32 arrived to the apartment complex at 4305 Erie St. at
approximately 8:57 a.m.  They parked in the north driveway of the complex off of Erie St. facing
east, observing police tape surrounding the parking area.  Aiello exited the ambulance and
observed Caledonia Police Department Officer Rob Sides at the scene who informed Aiello the
patient was on the ground of the parking lot.  Aiello observed the male patient laying on his back
between two vehicles with his head facing south and feet facing north, lying on his back with his
hands cuffed.  

Aiello
contacted the hospital to speak with a doctor.  Aiello advised the doctor of the patient's condition

 Aiello confirmed this and
life saving efforts continued.  

The patient was moved onto a cot and into the ambulance 
  Aiello contacted the doctor again 

and advised they were enroute to the hospital.  The patient's clothes were cut off in order
for the EMT's to work on him.  

The patient was transported directly to the hospital
emergency room located at 3801 Spring St., Racine where they arrived at approximately 9:24
a.m.  Once at the hospital the patient was turned over to ER staff.  

Aiello provided times to the Special Agents while referring to a Caledonia Fire Department
Report.

The Special Agents thanked Aiello for his account of the events that day and for his cooperation. 
The interview was then terminated.
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On May 18, 2020 at approximately 1:40 p.m., S/A Neil McGrath and S/A Tamara Taubel
interviewed Caledonia Firefighter/Paramedic David Tondryk at Caledonia Fire and Rescue
Station 12 in Racine County, WI.  

Tondryk stated he was working on Caledonia Fire and Rescue ambulance Med 32 from 7 a.m. to
7 p.m. the following day (B Shift).  Tondryk stated he been a Firefighter/EMT with Caledonia for
18 years.  Tondryk stated he was driving Med 32 at the time they were called to 4305 Erie St. 
Tony Aiello was in the passenger seat and Kevin Rogers was in the back.  

Tondryk stated he pulled into the driveway of the apartment complex off of Erie Street and
parked.  He observed yellow police tape around the scene.  Tondryk stayed in the ambulance
while Aiello went to the scene.  Aiello came back and contacted the hospital to see what they
wanted to do.  He believed it was a fatal wound to the head based on the description from Aiello. 
Tondryk put on personal protective equipment (PPE) and went to assist Rogers 

  They rolled the
patient onto a white sheet and onto a cot and loaded him into the ambulance.

Tondryk drove utilizing emergency lights and sirens to the hospital while Aiello and Rogers
continued life saving efforts in the back of the ambulance.  A Caledonia Police marked squad
followed the ambulance, also utilizing emergency lights and siren en route to the hospital.  

Once arriving at the hospital emergency room, located at 3801 Spring St., Racine, the patient was
transported to Room 14 of the ER and turned over to the ER staff.  Tondryk noticed there were
several people in the room working on the patient and he took the ambulance cot out of the room
to make room.  Tondryk then cleaned up.  

The Special Agents thanked Tondryk for his account of the events that day and for his
cooperation.  The interview was then concluded.  
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On 05-19-2020 S/A Tijerino notified R  S  W/M, DOB: of the death
of NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB: 

S  was positively identified as the brother-in-law of DAVIS.  S is married to
DAVIS's sister:  A . S  W/F, DOB: .

At the request of S/A Tijerino, a Waukegan Police Department Squad was dispatched to the
known residence of A S  and advised her to contact S/A Tijerino regarding her
brother.  

At approximately 12:35 PM, S/A Tijerino received a telephone call from R  S
who informed him that his wife was very distraught and could not speak about what was possibly
going on with her brother.  S/A Tijerino advised R  S that earlier that day his
brother-in-law (DAVIS) had apparently committed suicide while the Caledonia Police
Department was attempting to arrest him and execute a Search Warrant at his residence located at
4305 Erie Street, Unit # 538, Racine, WI.

S  stated that he understood and he figured that the phone call was going to be something
like this.  S/A Tijerino asked S  to please explain what he meant by that.  S
stated that he knew it was going to be something like this because his brother-in-law had issues. 
S  further stated that they had tried to get DAVIS some help but he would not cooperate
which was one of the reasons why they moved away.

S  also stated that DAVIS was into real weird stuff but he did not want to talk about it at
this time.  S  further stated that DAVIS had made statements in the past about not being
arrested by the Police and dying young because he was not going to let anyone take him.

S  stated that he was not surprised that DAVIS took his life based on comments that he
had made in the past.

S stated that he would tell his wife and he would also make sure to let their
Grandmother know what had happened.   

S confirmed that DAVIS only had two (2) living relatives, one of which was his wife
and the other being the Grandmother that lives in Baraboo, WI.

S/A Tijerino thanked S  for his time and again offered his condolences.

It should be noted that S  contacted S/A Tijerino a couple of hours later and informed
him that after he had talked to his wife she had disclosed to him t

.  S  stated that his
wife had never told him that and he did not ask her for any details.  
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S  asked S/A Tijerino what would be done with DAVIS' property once the case is
concluded.  S/A Tijerino informed S  that once the case had been reviewed by the Racine
County DA he would ask her if it was OK to turn over his property to him and his wife.  

S stated that his wife was particularly interested in some handguns that belonged to her
father and had been in the possession of DAVIS.

S/A Tijerino advised S  that he would keep him informed as the case progressed.
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From 05-19-2020 through 05-20-2020 S/A Tijerino received evidence obtained as a result of the
Autopsy of NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB: 

DAVIS was declared deceased on 05-18-2020 and according to the Milwaukee County Medical
Examiner's Office his time of death was 9:32 AM.

It should be noted that due to the COVID-19 restrictions no Law Enforcement Officer was
allowed to be present during the Autopsy of DAVIS.

The Autopsy was conducted on Tuesday, 05-19-2020 by Dr. Brian L. Peterson at 8:40 AM.

The Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office assigned Case # 20-03465 to the DAVIS
Autopsy.

On 05-19-2020 S/A Tijerino recovered the following items from the ME's Office:

1- Bullet/Bullet Fragments

2- One (1) CD containing pics taken during the Autopsy of NATHAN LEE DAVIS

S/A Tijerino submitted the above listed Bullet/Bullet fragment(s) into evidence as part of this
report and assigned it # 20-3776/13.1.

S/A Tijerino submitted the above listed CD containing Autopsy pics into evidence as part of this
report and assigned it # 20-3776/13.2.

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the Evidence Release Receipt from the
Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office as an attachment to this report.

On 05-20-2020 S/A Tijerino received a copy of the Preliminary Autopsy Findings - Re:
NATHAN LEE DAVIS from the Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office.

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the Preliminary Autopsy Findings as an
attachment to this report.

The aforementioned Preliminary Autopsy Findings of the DAVIS Autopsy noted the following:

1-
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On 05-20-2020 S/A Tijerino communicated with Lt. Erin Laehr from the Caledonia Police
Department and requested that any additional  reports filed by members of the Caledonia be
forwarded to S/A Tijerino.  

Lt. Laehr advised S/A Tijerino that there should only be two (2) additional reports that need to be
forwarded to S/A Tijerino.

S/A Tijerino asked Lt. Laehr if anyone had filed a Neighborhood Canvass report regarding the
incident on Monday, 05-18-2020.  Lt. Laehr stated that her Officers conducted a Neighborhood
Canvass immediately after the incident on 05-18-2020 but did not file a report.  At that time S/A
Tijerino requested that Caledonia PD file a report on the Neighborhood Canvass and then
forward it to S/A Tijerino.

On 05-20-2020 S/A Tijerino received the aforementioned additional reports from Caledonia PD
including the Neighborhood Canvass report.

S/A Tijerino reviewed the above listed reports and noted the following:

1- Informational Report filed by Det. Christopher T. Schuster - Re: Officer Involved 
Critical Incident.  Investigation being conducted by DCI.

2- Supplemental Report filed by Officer Melissa J. Stardy - Re: Transport to Hospital.

3- Supplemental Report filed by Detective Lakentric D. Thomas - Re: Neighborhood 
Canvass.

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted the above listed report(s) as an attachment to this report. 



Other Vehicle Information: NCIC#

Incident:

CFS Code-1: CFS Code-2: CFS Code-3: CFS Code-4:

CFS Code-5: CFS Code-6: CFS Code-7: CFS Code-8:

Name (Last, First, Middle) DOB: Race/Sex

 Incident Report

Incident Report Number: Between: Date - Time And/At: Date-Time

Address: (Address, City, State, Zip) Home Phone Number

Employer Work Phone Number

Employer Address Cell Phone Number

Time Received: Time Cleared: Unit(s) Assigned:

Reporting Officer(s): Payroll Number: Payroll Number: Report Date:

License Number: State: Expiration Year: Vin: Insurance Company:

Reviewed by: Payroll Number Copy To

D
ate:

C
FS

 C
ode-1:
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eport N
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ber:

Incident Location:

Address: (Address, City, State, Zip) Home Phone Number

Name (Last, First, Middle) DOB: Race/Sex

Employer Work Phone Number

Employer Address Cell Phone Number

Vehicle Information: (Year, Make, Model, Style, Color)

SUMMARY

Officer involved Critical Incident.  Investigation being conducted by DCI. 
Related to CAPD report 20-007158.
 
 
See Reports.
 
Det. Christopher Schuster 
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Reporting Officer(s): Pages::

Incident  Report Number Incident Location: Incident Date:

NAMES

Mentioned
				Davis, B 	W/F-35	of 	Mount Pleasant,WI,53406
				DOB: 

				Phone 1:

Law Enforcement Personnel-1
				Friesema CAPD, Jonathan OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,
				Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:

Law Enforcement Personnel-2
				Gelden CAPD, Andrew OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:   				Phone 2:

Law Enforcement Personnel-3
				Hanson, Patricia J. D.A.	of	717 Wisconsin Av,Racine,WI,53403
				Phone    				Phone 

Law Enforcement Personnel-4
				Kafura CAPD, Samuel OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:

Law Enforcement Personnel-5
				Kerr CAPD, Branden OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:   				Phone 2:

Law Enforcement Personnel-6
				Laehr CAPD, Erin LIEUTENANT		U/F	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:   				Phone 2:
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Reporting Officer(s): Pages::

Incident  Report Number Incident Location: Incident Date:

Law Enforcement Personnel-7
				Rager CAPD, Richard SGT		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:  				Phone 2:

Law Enforcement Personnel-8
				Schuster CAPD, Christopher Detective		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,
				Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:

Law Enforcement Personnel-9
				Sides CAPD, Robert OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:   				Phone 2:

Law Enforcement Personnel-10
				Stardy CAPD, Melissa DETECTIVE		U/F	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,
				Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:

Law Enforcement Personnel-11
				Thomas CAPD, Lakentric DETECTIVE		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,
				Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:

					-------------------------------------------------------------------------

NARRATIVE

On Monday May 18, 2020 the Caledonia Police Department was executing a search
warrant and attempting to arrest  the suspect in Caledonia Police Department Case
20-7158.  The suspect committed suicide by firearm, while he was being taken into
custody.
 
The Racine County District Attorney was contacted and advised to have the
Wisconsin Department of Criminal Investigations (DCI) conduct the investigation. 
DCI contacted arrived on scene and took over the investigation.
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Nothing further.
 
Det. Christopher Schuster 
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Incident Report Number: Incident Location:

New Incident:

Incident Date:

Reporting Officer(s):

Reviewed by:

Report Date:

Copy To: Page:

SUMMARY

Assisted in a Death Investigation at 4305 Erie St, in the Village of
Caledonia. 

NAMES

Mentioned-1
				Ascension All Saints Hospital Campus	of	3801 Spring St,Racine,WI,53405
				Phone 1:(262) 687-4011   				Phone 2:(000)

Mentioned-2
				Concord Apartments	of	4240 N Main St,BLDG,Racine,WI,53402
				Phone 1:(262) 639-7900   				Phone 2:

Deceased
				Davis, Nathan Lee		W/M-38	of	4305 Erie St,538,	Racine,WI,53402
				DOB:
			
			

			

Law Enforcement Personnel-1
				Friesema CAPD, Jonathan OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,
				Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:(262) 835-4423

Law Enforcement Personnel-2
				Gelden CAPD, Andrew OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:(262) 835-4423   				Phone 2:

Law Enforcement Personnel-3
				Jones, Special Agent Shannon Jones  (DCI)	of	633 W Wisconsin Ave, 
				Miwaukee,WI,53203
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				Phone 1:  				Phone 2:

Law Enforcement Personnel-4
				Kerr CAPD, Branden OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:(262) 835-4423   				Phone 2:(262) 835-4423

Law Enforcement Personnel-5
				Laehr CAPD, Erin LIEUTENANT		U/F	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:(262) 835-4423   				Phone 2:(262) 835-4423

Law Enforcement Personnel-6
				McGrath, Special Agent Neil (DCI)	of	633 W Wisconsin Ave, 
				Milwaukee,WI,53203
				Phone 1:(414) 227-2100   				Phone 2:

Mentioned-3
				Racine County Medical Examiner	of	730 Wisconsin Av,Racine,WI,53403
				Phone 1:(262) 636-3303   				Phone 2:

Law Enforcement Personnel-7
				Rager CAPD, Richard SGT		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:  				Phone 2:(262) 835-4423

Mentioned-4
				Scheef, Randall - Deputy Medical Examiner	of	730 Wisconsin Av;RA,
				Racine,WI,53403
				Phone 1:(262) 636-3303

Law Enforcement Personnel-8
				Schuster CAPD, Christopher Detective		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,
				Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:(262) 835-4423
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Law Enforcement Personnel-9
				Sheridan, Special Agent Ann (DCI)	of	17 West Main Street, 5th floor,
				Madison,WI,53703
				Phone 1:(608) 266-1671   				Phone 2:

Law Enforcement Personnel-10
				Sides CAPD, Robert OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:(262) 835-4423   				Phone 2:

Mentioned-5
				St Mesrob  Armenian Apostolic Church	of	4605 Erie St,Racine,WI,53402
				Phone 1:(262) 639-0531

Mentioned-6
				Swart, Dr. Gary (ER Doctor)	of	3801 Spring St,Racine,WI,53405

Law Enforcement Personnel-11
				Thomas CAPD, Lakentric DETECTIVE		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,
				Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:(262) 835-4423

Law Enforcement Personnel-12
				Zoltak CAPD, Chad OFFICER		U/M	of	6900 Nicholson Rd,PD,	Caledonia,WI,53108

				Phone 1:(262) 835-4423

					-------------------------------------------------------------------------

NARRATIVE

On Monday, 05-18-2020, I, Detective Melissa Stardy, was assigned to assist
Detective Lakentric Thomas with executing a search warrant at Concord Apartment
Complex, located at 4305 Erie St, Apt 538, within the Village of Caledonia
(CAPD Case #20-7158).  I was waiting at St. Mesrob Armenian Apostolic Church
located at 4605 Erie St, with Lt. Erin Laehr, Detective Christopher Schuster,
Officer Branden Kerr, and Officer Andrew Gelden.  We were staging at this
location waiting for Sergeant Richard Rager and Officer Robert Sides to make
contact with the suspect, Nathan L. Davis.  I was monitoring radio traffic on
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Channel 2 when I heard Sgt Rager advise the suspect was coming out of the
apartment complex.  Shortly after that transmission, I heard Officer Sides
advise "Shot's Fired, Shot's Fired".  I immediately responded to the parking
lot of Concord  Apartment Complex. 
 
Upon my arrival, I observed a white male on the ground with an obvious wound to
his head.  I parked my unmarked squad on the north east section of the parking
lot and assisted Sgt Rager with setting up a perimeter using yellow crime scene
tape.  When this was completed, I started taking photographs of the scene. 
 
My new assignment was to accompany the suspect, Nathan Davis, to the hospital. 
Officer Jonathan Friesema and I followed the rescue squad to Ascension
Hospital, located at 3801 Spring St, in the City of Racine.  Prior to entering
the hospital, I utilized personal protective equipment.  All life saving
efforts were unsuccessful.  Dr. Gary Swart pronounced Nathan Davis deceased at
9:32 am.  The Medical Examiner's Office was contacted, and Deputy Medical
Examiner Randy Scheef responded to the hospital. While at the hospital, I took
photographs of Nathan Davis' head wound.  I did not take scaled photographs
because I knew an autopsy would be performed.  During an examination conducted
by medical personnel they noted an entrance wound on the right side of Nathan
Davis' head behind the top of his right ear. 
 
At the hospital I was met by Special Agent Ann Sheridan, from the Department of
Justice. I briefed her on the details of the incident. In regards to the
suspects clothing, she asked that it be transported to the Caledonia Police
Department where it could be dried, and picked up later by an agent.  Officer
Chad Zoltak responded to the hospital where he took custody of the clothing.  I
advised Special Agent Sheridan I had taken photographs at the scene, and at
the hospital.  She asked for the photographs.  I advised her I would respond to
the Caledonia Police Department and download the photographs.  I turned over a
flash drive containing the photographs to Special Agent Shannon Jones who was
at the police department upon my arrival. 
 
On Tuesday, 05-19-2020, I turned over the suspects clothing, house keys, and
vehicle keys to Special Agent Neil McGrath who had responded to the Caledonia
Police Department to pick up those items. 
 
Nothing further at this time,
 
Detective Melissa Stardy 
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NAMES

Mentioned-1
				B , A 		W/F-27	of	 	Racine,WI,53402
				DOB: 

				Phone 1:

Mentioned-2
				J , M 		W/F-29	of	 ;CA,	Racine,WI,53402
				DOB: 

				Phone 

Mentioned-3
				M , J 		W/F-35	of	 	Racine,WI,53402
				DOB: 

				Phone 1:

Mentioned-4
				M  L 		W/F-66	of	 	Racine,WI,53402
				DOB: 

				Phone 1:

Mentioned-5
				O'  D 		W/M-65	of	 ,	Racine,WI,53402
				
				
				

				Phone 1:

					-------------------------------------------------------------------------

NARRATIVE

1 Of 2
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, I (Detective Thomas) assisted Detective Schuster with
a neighborhood canvass.  The first address that we went to was 
Drive.  We made contact with a resident, who was verbally identified as A
B .  A  advised that she did not hear anything, nor see anything
because she was asleep at the time in questioned.
 
Next, we went to  and made contact with a resident, who was
verbally identified as D  O .  I observed that this address had a
Ring doorbell.  D  advised that he did not hear or see anything that
occurred at 4305 Erie Street.  D  checked his Ring doorbell, but did not
see any recorded incidents on the doorbell camera.
 
Next, we went to  and made contact with a resident, who was
verbally identified as L  M .  L advised that she did not hear or
see anything related to the incident.
 

Next, we went to  and made contact with a resident, who was
verbally identified as M  J .  M  advised that she did not
hear or see anything related to the incident.  M had a camera attached
to her residence.  M  advised that the camera is motion active for the
driveway and traffic on   M  advised that her husband has
access to the camera on his phone, but he was not home.  I provided M  a
business card and told her to call me if they located anything on the camera
between 8:30 am and 9:00 am. 
 

Next, we went to 4305 Erie Street apartment and made contact with a
resident, who was verbally identified as J  M .  M  advised that she
did not hear or see anything related to the incident. M  advised that she
was gone during the time in question, picking up her children.  There will be
nothing further at this time.
 
 
L. Thomas #
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:00 am, Special Agent (SA) Shannon D Jones of
he Wisconsin (WI) Department of Justice (DOJ) – Division of Criminal Investigations (DCI) was
notified of an Officer Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, Wisconsin. The
notification was initiated by Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol. While enroute
to Caledonia, Wisconsin, SAC David Klabunde requested SA Jones to respond to the Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) located at 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, Wisconsin, to assist in
the investigation efforts.

On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:42 am, SA Jones arrived at CAPD. SA Jones
was briefed of the circumstances regarding the OID. SA Jones was then asked to complete an
equipment inspection CAPD Police Sergeant (Sgt) Richard D. Rager (W/M, ).  

On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 11:30 am, SA Jones conducted the equipment
inspection for Sgt Rager. This inspection took place within Interview Room #2 located in CAPD.
SA Jones initiated the equipment inspection by taking photos of Sgt Rager’s clothing and
equipment. SA Jones made the following observations:

Clothing and Footwear

Dark Blue Long Sleeve Shirt (w/ Caledonia Police Department patches on each shoulder)

Dark Blue Cargo Pants  

Black Leather Bates Brand Boots Size 11.5

Outer Garment Vest (w/ Caledonia Police Department Badge embroidered in the left chest area
and Sgt Rager’s name embroidered in the right chest area).

Duty Belt / Equipment

Left from Center Buckle 

Magazine Pouch Containing Two (2) Glock Fifteen (15) Rounds Magazines (Each magazine
contained fifteen (15) Federal Brand 40 caliber Smith & Wesson unfired cartridges)

Taser Holder Containing an X2 Taser (Serial # X3000337R) Loaded with Two (2) Unfired
Cartridges (Inspected and found to be intact)

Straight Knife Smith & Wesson HRT Brand (Within a knife holder located to the rear of the taser
holder)

Baton Holder Containing an Expandable Baton
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Radio Holder 

Right from Center Buckle 

Key Holder

Firearm Holster Containing a Black 40 Caliber Glock 22 Generation Three (3) Firearm Serial #
HEU368 w/ Black TRL-1 Streamlight Serial #A133457 / Found to Have One (1) Unfired Federal
Brand 40 Caliber Smith & Wesson Cartridge in the Chamber and One (1) Glock Magazine with
Fifteen (15) Unfired Federal Brand 40 Caliber Smith & Wesson Cartridges

Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) Holder Containing One (1) Can of MK 3 Brand OC Serial #007677

Double Handcuff Pouch Containing Two (2) Sets of Handcuffs – One (1) ASP Brand Model 100
Serial #FG89958 and One (1) Peerless Brand Serial #525427

Equipment on Person    

Pocket Knife (Folding) (Left Pants Pocket)

SA Jones inspected all clothing and equipment. SA Jones found all items to be free of soil,
debris, and bio-hazard materials. SA Jones also observed that none of Sgt Rager’s weapons had
been recently fired / used.  

SA Jones completed Sgt Richard D. Rager’s equipment inspection on Monday, May 18, 2020, at
approximately 11:55 am. 

Inventoried Items 

Sgt Rager’s Equipment Inspection Photos 20-3776/17.1
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:00 am, Special Agent (SA) Shannon D Jones of
the Wisconsin (WI) Department of Justice (DOJ) – Division of Criminal Investigations (DCI)
was notified of an Officer Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, Wisconsin. The
notification was initiated by Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol. While enroute
to Caledonia, Wisconsin, SAC David Klabunde requested SA Jones to respond to the Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) located at 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, Wisconsin, to assist in
the investigation efforts.

On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:42 am, SA Jones arrived at CAPD. SA Jones
was briefed of the circumstances regarding the OID. SA Jones was later asked to complete an
interview of CAPD Police Sergeant (Sgt) Richard D. Rager (W/M, ).  

On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 12:10 pm, SA Jones conducted the interview of Sgt
Rager. This interview took place within Interview Room #1 located in CAPD. Also present for
the interview was SA Luke Hepp. 

SA Jones and SA Hepp both introduced themselves to Sgt Rager and displayed their WI
DOJ-DCI credentials for identification purposes. They also provided Sgt Rager with business
cards. 

Sgt Rager indicated he had no objections to the interview being recorded.

Sgt Rager is currently employed with the Caledonia Police Department (CAPD). Sgt Rager has
completed fourteen (14) years of law enforcement service. He was appointed to CAPD on
Thursday, June 8, 2006. He started his career with CAPD as a Patrol Officer. Sgt Rager was
promoted to the rank of Detective in February 2015 and then later to the rank of Sergeant in April
2020. 

Sgt Rager completed four (4) years of military service with the United Stated Marine Corps
(USMC). He was a soldier with the USMC from 1997 till 2001. During those years, Sgt Rager
attended / completed Basic Training and Amphibious Assault Vehicle Training.

Sgt Rager earned his Law Enforcement Certification through Milwaukee Area Technical College
(MATC) (Oak Creek) in 2005. He also completed his bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice
through the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee (UWM) in 2004. 

SA Jones and SA Hepp inquired as to the specialized training that Sgt Rager had completed over
his fourteen (14) years of law enforcement service. Sgt Rager relayed the following courses and
years completed:

Defense and Arrest Tactics (DAAT) Instructor - 2009  

Firearms Instructor – 2010
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Taser Instructor – 2010

Ground Defense Instructor – 2009

Crime Scene Technician Training – 2007

Crime Scene Photography Training – 2007

Active Shooter Management Instructor – 2020

Spontaneous Protection Enabling Accelerated Response (SPEAR) Training – 2010

Sgt Rager indicated he completed his weapons qualifications (firearm) in the fall of 2019. Sgt
Rager stated he passed the qualifications. 

Sgt Rager informed SA Jones and SA Hepp that he had worked the First Shift on Monday, May
18, 2020. He indicated he was working 6:00 am till 2:00 pm. He noted that he would be
transitioned to the  starting Wednesday, May 20, 2020, for
Police Sergeant Training. Sgt Rager stated he had previously worked with Racine Metro Drug
Unit from October 2016 till April 2020. He stated he was transferred back to patrol because of
the COVID-19 pandemic and the promotion to Police Sergeant.

Sgt Rager indicated on the evening of Sunday, May 17, 2020, he did not consume any alcoholic
beverages. He went to sleep at approximately 9:00 pm. He later awoke on the morning of
Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 4:30 am. He then prepared for work. Sgt Rager stated
he arrived at work at approximately 5:45 am for a 6:00 am start time. 

Sgt Rager informed SA Jones and SA Hepp that he had been working a special assignment for
the past couple of weeks r

He added how he later assisted Detective Lakentric Thomas with the pre-plan operations
regarding an Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) suspect investigation. The subject
(suspect) was identified as being Nathan Lee Davis (W/M, ). 

Sgt Rager noted that due to the special assignment, he did not attend a roll call and he used Squad
Car 213 (2013 Maroon 4 Dr Ford Explorer bearing Wisconsin Registration Plates 151-AAA).    

Sgt Rager stated that throughout the investigation, CAPD personnel had been checking for Davis
and his vehicle (Green Honda CRV Wisconsin Registration Plate  at Davis’ last
known place of residence, 4305 Erie Street, Caledonia, Wisconsin. On the morning of Monday,
May 18, 2020, Patrol Officer (PO) Jonathan Friesema located the Green Honda CRV parked in
the lot of the apartment complex at 4305 Erie Street, Caledonia, Wisconsin. 

Sgt Rager indicated that during the background check of Davis, they interviewed the ex-wife of
Davis. At that time, they were informed that Davis was fascinated with child porn, had
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motorcycle gang ties / affiliations, and owned firearms.

 

Sgt Rager stated that based upon the sightings of Davis’ vehicle in the parking lot, he and other
CAPD personnel began to brainstorm a plan for taking Davis into custody without incident. This
was conducted with the assistance of Detective Melissa Stardy, Detective Christopher Schuster,
and Detective Lakentric Thomas.

As a part of this plan, Sgt Rager indicated he and Patrol Officer (PO) Robert Sides would go to
entry / exit door of the Concord Apartments and attempt to get Davis to exit. The plan also called
for everyone else staging at locations nearby, until Davis had exited the apartment building and
was approached / arrested. 

Sgt Rager informed SA Jones and SA Hepp that upon their arrival, he and PO Sides approached
the front entry / exit door of the Concord Apartments (4305 Erie Street, Caledonia, Wisconsin).
Once at the front entry / exit door, Sgt Rager stated that they had their dispatcher place a call to
Davis in order to get Davis to exit his apartment and respond to the parking lot area. Davis never
answered that phone. 

Sgt Rager stated PO Sides then rang the doorbell for Apt# 538. During this time, Sgt Rager stood
in the grass area to the west of PO Sides. Sgt Rager then overheard PO Sides verbally interacting
with a male voice via an intercom. PO Sides informed the male that he was from Caledonia
Police Department

The male
responded, “I will be out in fifteen (15) minutes or shortly.” 

Sgt Rager used a photo to show the location at Davis’s apartment building entry /exit door where
they made their initial doorbell contact with Davis. Sgt Rager affixed his signature, date, and time
to this sketch.

Sgt Rager indicated PO Sides eventually joined him for a short period of time, but then
returned to the front of the apartment building. Sgt Rager stated he joined him, but was near the
northwest corner of the apartment building in the grass area. 
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Sgt Rager noted how PO Friesema was concealed to the rear of a nearby brick garage and other
CAPD personnel were staged at approximately ½ block away at the St Mesrob Armenian
Apostolic Church parking lot located at 4605 Erie Street, Caledonia, Wisconsin.

Sgt Rager informed SA Jones and SA Hepp how after time had elapsed, PO Sides returned to the
front entry /exit door of the apartment building to rang the doorbell for Apt #538, a second time.
Sgt Rager stated as PO Sides approached the front doorway of the apartment building, he (Sgt
Rager) observed Davis exit from a west side entry / exit door for the apartment building. Sgt
Rager stated he was able to positively identify the subject as Davis despite Davis wearing a dark
colored hoodie sweatshirt (hood up) and dark colored pants. 

Sgt Rager indicated that Davis was walking to the west towards his parked Green Honda CRV.
He observed that Davis was going in and out of his front pouch hoodie pocket and Sgt Rager
relayed to SA Jones and SA Hepp that he feared that Davis was concealing a firearm within that
area of his hoodie. These furtive movements and the way Davis continued to look back in the
direction of Sgt Rager, made Sgt Rager even more uncomfortable. He stated he really felt that
Davis had a firearm on his person and was obtaining some sort of target acquisition on him. Sgt
Rager stated that as he approached Davis, he also informed PO Sides that Davis had exited via
the side door. Sgt Rager added that Davis was moving quickly in the direction of his vehicle.

Sgt Rager used an apartment complex sketch to show the locations of Davis’s exit from the
apartment building, Davis’ vehicle location, and location where they made initial doorbell contact
with Davis. Sgt Rager affixed his signature, date, and time to this sketch. 

Sgt Rager stated as he continued to approach Davis, Davis had arrived in close proximity of his
vehicle (Green Honda CRV – Facing northbound). Sgt Rager overheard Davis say, “There is no
damages to my vehicle.” This was as Davis viewed the passenger’s side of the vehicle. 

Sgt Rager continued to approach Davis and he (Davis) moved towards the driver’s side of his
auto. Davis arrived at the driver’s side and looked at his vehicle (facing to the east). Davis made a
statement regarding there being no damages to his vehicle at all and then turned facing to the
west. At this point, Sgt Rager stated he was approximately four (4) feet away from Davis and
decided to close in to take Davis into custody. 

Sgt Rager informed SA Jones and SA Hepp that he approached Davis and told him he was under 
arrest. He stated that at the same time, he attempted a blanket escort hold on the left arm of
Davis. Sgt Rager stated Davis quickly displayed resistive tension and twist / pulled away from
him. Sgt Rager indicated he feared for his safety because he immediately recalled his earlier
intuitional feeling that Davis could be armed with a firearm in the pouch pocket of his hoodie. 

Sgt Rager then began to push Davis away from him as Davis resisted the blanket escort hold. Sgt
Rager stated as he disengaged from Davis, he heard one (1) loud pop that he immediately
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recognized as a gunshot. Sgt Rager was within one (1) foot of Davis when the gunshot occurred.
Sgt Rager noted how Davis fell to the ground and how he moved quickly to the rear passenger
side of the Green Honda CRV for cover. Sgt Rager had his gun drawn and pointed towards Davis
who was now on the ground in the parking lot. PO Sides joined Sgt Rager at the rear of the Green
Honda CRV. 

Again, Sgt Rager stated that Davis was on the ground and was facing away from them. Davis had
his hands concealed and Sgt Rager indicated he could not see Davis’ hands. Sgt Rager relayed he
and PO Sides had their weapons drawn and pointed towards Davis. During this time, Sgt Rager
verbalized loud and clearly several commands of, “Caledonia Police Department. Show me your
hands.” This took place while they were approximately ten (10) feet to the southeast of Davis’
body and still located near the rear driver's side for the Green Honda CRV. Sgt Rager stated that
Davis made no movements. 

PO Sides radioed dispatch and informed them that shots were fired. After approximately twenty
(20) seconds had elapsed, PO Sides approached Davis while Sgt Rager also approached and
maintained cover. Sgt Rager stated he feared that Davis could turn over at anytime and shoot at
him and PO Sides. He noted how uncomfortable he was that he could not see Davis’ hands or the
firearm. 

Sgt Rager stated that PO Sides put his weapon away and approached Davis. Sgt Rager indicated
he maintained cover on Davis as PO Sides made his approach. PO Sides then handcuffed Davis
and rolled him from his face (front side) onto his backside. Sgt Rager then observed that Davis
has sustained a gunshot wound to his head area and there was a dark colored small caliber
semi-automatic in the area that Davis had previously concealed with his body. 

PO Sides did a medical assessment of Davis. PO Sides also notified dispatcher of the incident via
the police radio and stated, “Shots fired. Subject down. Officers okay. Get Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) rolling.” 

Sgt Rager stated that as supervision arrived on the scene, he was instructed to assist in setting up
a perimeter. While setting up the perimeter, Sgt Rager indicated he was able to again see that the
firearm was a dark colored small caliber semi-automatic (smaller than a cellular phone) and that
Davis had blood emanating from his skull area. 

Sgt Rager stated other CAPD personnel cleared Davis’ residence and EMS personnel arrived at
the scene for Davis. He related that after he completed his assistance with roping off the crime
scene, he was instructed to meet with a buddy and return to the CAPD office building. 

SA Jones and SA Hepp questioned Sgt Rager as to if he sustained any injuries during his
encounter with Davis. Sgt Rager stated he was currently okay. He did state that he initially had
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ringing in his right ear because of being in close proximity of the gunshot by Davis. He was
preliminarily treated by EMS personnel. 

SA Jones and SA Hepp ended the interview of CAPD Police Sergeant Richard D. Rager (W/M,
03/11/1979) on Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 12:52 pm. 

Inventoried Items   

Apartment Building Photo 20-3776/18.1

Apartment Complex Sketch 20-3776/18.2
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On Monday, May 18, 2020 at approximately 10:00am, Wisconsin Department of Justice-Division
of Criminal Investigation (DCI) Special Agent (SA) Scott Marlock was notified of an Officer
Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, WI.  SA Marlock was instructed by Special
Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol to respond to the scene of the incident located at
4305 Erie St, Caledonia, WI.  At approximately 11:00am, SA Marlock arrived on-scene.  SA
Marlock was later instructed by SAC David Klabunde to conduct an interview of Lt. Erin Laehr
who was at the scene.

On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 12:15pm., SA Marlock interviewed Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) Lt. Erin Laehr at 4305 Erie St, Apartment #538, Caledonia, WI. At
the time of the interview Lt. Laehr was present for a search of Nathan Davis’ apartment (unit
#538) with other Caledonia Police Department officers who were executing the warrant. SA
Marlock asked Lt. Laehr if she was willing to talk to SA Marlock about the incident involving
Nathan Davis.  Lt. Laehr agreed to provide a statement to SA Marlock.    

On Wednesday, May 20, 2020 at approximately 4:10pm, SA Marlock spoke with Lt. Laehr over
the phone with several follow-up questions regarding her shift hours and squad number on May
18, 2020 which Lt. Laehr answered.  

Lt. Laehr has worked for the CAPD since 2004 and was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant in
February of 2020.  Lt. Laehr’s regular shift is On Monday, May 18, 2020, Lt.
Laehr was assigned to squad #203 working 

On Monday, May 18, 2020, Lt. Laehr was the incident commander for a search warrant which
was going to be executed at Nathan Davis’ apartment located at 4305 Erie St, Apartment #538,
Caledonia, WI.   During the warrant briefing which occurred in the morning, it was determined
that Officer Sides and Sgt. Rager would attempt to get Nathan Davis out of his apartment prior to
executing the warrant   After the briefing, Lt.
Laehr staged in the St. Mesrob parking lot with other CAPD officers.  Lt. Laehr was the
passenger of Detective Schusters squad.  

Lt. Laehr was aware that after Officer Sides and Sgt. Rager arrived to the apartment building
(4305 Erie St), the dispatcher attempted to call Davis on his phone but was unable to make
contact.  Shortly thereafter, Officer Sides broadcast that contact was made and he was coming out
(referring to Nathan Davis).  The next radio transmission Lt. Laehr heard was Officer Sides
broadcasting shots fired.

Lt. Laehr stated she was still the passenger of Detective Schuster’s squad as they left the staging
lot and drove to the apartment complex (4305 Erie St).  Lt. Laehr further stated at the time, there
were radio transmission problems between channels 2 and 9.  

After arriving to the parking lot of the apartment complex, Lt. Laehr observed a subject
(identified as Nathan Davis) lying on the ground along the west side of a Honda CRV (driver’s
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side) parked in the lot.  Davis was lying on his back with his arms behind him.  Davis’ head was
facing south extending just past the rear bumper of the CRV.  

 Sgt. Rager was just south of Davis.  Lt. Laehr did not observe Sgt. Rager to have
his firearm out at that time.  Officer Sides then updated the dispatcher and requested EMS.  Lt.
Laehr estimated that it took approximately 7 to 10 minutes for EMS to arrive.  

Once the scene was secured, Lt. Laehr attempted to make contact with Racine County DA
Patricia Hanson leaving a voice mail message.  Lt. Laehr also contacted Chief Christopher Botsch
who responded to the scene.  Lt. Laehr instructed Officer Kerr to accompany Sgt. Rager to the
CAPD. 

Lt. Laehr had no further information regarding the incident and the interview was concluded.
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On Monday, May 18, 2020 at approximately 10:00am, Wisconsin Department of Justice-Division
of Criminal Investigation (DCI) Special Agent (SA) Scott Marlock was notified of an Officer
Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, WI.  SA Marlock was instructed by Special
Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol to respond to the scene of the incident located at
4305 Erie St, Caledonia, WI.  At approximately 11:00am, SA Marlock arrived on-scene.  SA
Marlock was later instructed by SAC David Klabunde to conduct an interview of Officer Andrew
Gelden who was at the scene.

On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 1:00pm., SA Marlock interviewed Caledonia Police
Department (CAPD) Officer Andrew Gelden at 4305 Erie, Caledonia, WI.  The interview
occurred outside in the parking lot of the apartment complex.  SA Marlock asked Officer Gelden
if he was willing to talk to SA Marlock about the incident involving Nathan Davis.  Officer
Gelden agreed to provide a statement to SA Marlock.    

Officer Gelden has worked for the CAPD for approximately five years as an officer and is
assigned to .  On Monday, May 18, 2020, Officer Gelden was assigned to squad #217
working his regular shift. 

That morning, Officer Gelden responded to the St. Mesrob church parking lot (4605 Erie Street,
Caledonia, WI) to stage for a search warrant which was to be executed at 4305 Erie St,
Caledonia, WI.  Officer Gelden stated there were other officers staged in the lot at the time he
was there.  

While staged at the church parking lot, Officer Gelden left to respond to a call for self-inflicted
gunshot wound on the west end of Caledonia. Officer Kerr also left the staging location to
respond to the call.  Officer Gelden stated he made it to Hwy 32 at about the 4 ½ Mile Road when
he heard a broadcast from the Erie St. location of a gunshot wound to the head.  Officer Gelden
turned around and responded to 4305 Erie Street.  Officer Geldon stated that when he arrived to
the parking lot (4305 Erie St), officers were already setting up crime scene tape. Officer Gelden
was then instructed to clear apartment #538 with Officer Friesema and Officer Kerr.  Once
Officer Gelden cleared the apartment with Officers Friesema and Kerr, he stayed at the apartment
to secure it until the search warrant was executed.  

Officer Gelden had no further information regarding the incident and the interview was
concluded.
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On 05-18-2020, at approximately 11:29 AM, S/A's Tijerino and Jones conducted a Weapon
Inspection on the assigned duty weapon of Caledonia PD Officer Robert W. Sides - RE:
NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB: .  

The aforementioned inspection took place within Interview Room #2, located in the Caledonia
Police Department.  S/A Tijerino initiated the equipment inspection by taking photos of Police
Officer Sides clothing and equipment. 

At that time SA Tijerino made the following observations:

Clothing and Footwear

Dark Blue Short Sleeve Shirt (w/ Caledonia Police Department patches on each shoulder)

Dark Blue Cargo Pants  

Black Leather Boots 

Outer Garment Vest with Caledonia Police Department Badge embroidered in the left chest area
and "SIDES" name embroidered in the right chest area.

Duty Belt / Equipment 

Left from Center Buckle:

Magazine Pouch Containing Two (2) Glock Fifteen (15) Rounds Magazines (Each magazine
contained fifteen (15) Federal Brand 40 caliber Smith & Wesson unfired cartridges)

Taser Holder Containing an X2 Taser (Serial # X30031PP) Loaded with Two (2) Unfired
Cartridges (Inspected and found to be intact)

Baton Holder Containing an Expandable Baton

Flashlight ring

Radio Holder 

Right from Center Buckle:

Two (2) handcuff holder with handcuffs

Key Holder
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Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) Holder Containing One (1) Can of MK 3 Brand OC

Firearm Holster Containing a Black 40 Caliber Glock 22 Generation Three (3) Firearm Serial #
HZU497 w/ Black TRL-1 Stream light.  Handgun was found to have one (1) Unfired Federal
Brand 40 Caliber Smith & Wesson Cartridge in the Chamber and One (1) Glock Magazine with
Fifteen (15) Unfired Federal Brand 40 Caliber Smith & Wesson Cartridges.

Equipment on Person 

Pocket Knife (Folding) on breast left pocket of Vest

SA Tijerino inspected all clothing and equipment. SA Tijerino found all items to be free of soil,
debris, and bio-hazard materials. 

SA Tijerino also observed that none of Officer SIDES's weapons had been recently fired  and/or
used. 

SA Tijerino completed Officer SIDES's equipment inspection on Monday, May 18, 2020, at
approximately 11:39 AM. 

S/A Tijerino took a total of seven (7) pictures during the weapon inspection of Officer Sides
equipment and he placed those pictures on a USB Flash drive which he submitted into evidence
as part of this report:  20-3776/21.1.
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On Monday, 5/18/2020, Wisconsin Department of Justice/Division of Criminal Investigation
(WI-DOJ/DCI) Special Agent (SA) Ann Sheridan and SA Neil McGrath responded to All Saints
Ascension Hospital, located at 3801 Spring St., Racine, WI 53405 in relation to an officer
involved death which occurred in the City of Caledonia.

At approximately 11:09am, SA Sheridan met with Caledonia Police Department Detective
Melissa Stardy.  Detective Stardy led SA Sheridan to emergency room #14.  Inside the room
Deputy Medical Examiner Randy Scheef was completing his exam of Nathan L. Davis, M/W,
DOB:    Detective Stardy advised SA Sheridan that Davis was pronounced deceased at
9:32am on today's date by Dr. Gary Swart.  SA Sheridan observed Davis to be lying on a hospital
bed in a supine position.  Davis' clothing was removed by medical staff prior to SA Sheridan's
arrival in order to attempt life saving measures.  SA Sheridan observed Davis to have trauma to
the area immediately behind his right ear.  This appeared to be a penetrating wound consistent
with a gunshot wound.  SA Sheridan did not observe an exit wound on Davis' body.  There
appeared to be a contusion on Davis' forehead.  SA Sheridan did not see any other injuries to
Davis' body.

At approximately 11:30am, SA McGrath took photographs of Davis before Scheef placed a seal
on Davis for transport to the Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Officer.  SA McGrath
captured pictures of Davis' clothing and at approximately 12:14pm, Caledonia Officer Zoltak
took custody of Davis' clothing.

At approximately 12:40pm, Andy Breaker and Danielle Hubatch with Miller Reesman Funeral
Home transferred Davis to the Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office (933 W. Highland
Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53233) and SA Sheridan followed.  Upon arrival to the medical examiners
office, Davis was turned over to Cori Manyen at 1:25pm.  Manyen then facilitated Davis to have
an x-ray completed. 

SA Sheridan provided medical examiner personnel with her contact information and ended her
contact with them.
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On May 18, 2020, Wisconsin Department of Justice, Division of Criminal Investigation Special
Agents Todd Higgins and Luke Hepp conducted an interview of Caledonia Fire Department
Paramedic Kevin Rogers. The interview of Rogers was conducted at the Caledonia Fire
Department, Station 12 and commenced at approximately 1:33 p.m.  

Rogers provided the following information:

Rogers is currently employed as a paramedic with the Caledonia Fire Department. On the date of
the incident, Rogers was on duty, assigned to Medical Fire Unit 32, as a secondary paramedic.
Rogers recalled that his med unit was dispatched to the "Concorde Apartments," for a report of a
gun-shot-wound to the head. Rogers was advised that police were also on scene. Rogers stated
that Lead Paramedic Anthony Aiello and Med Unit Driver David Tondryk were also assigned to
Medical Fire Unit 32 during the incident.   

Upon arriving on-scene, Rogers immediately obtained a medical cot, while Aiello examined the
patient. Rogers observed that the patient (Nathan Davis) was positioned on the ground, 

While on scene, Paramedic Aiello made contact with the hospital 

Davis was subsequently transported to the
hospital for advanced medical treatment. 

During patient transport, Caledonia Police Officer Robert Sides accompanied Fire/Rescue
personnel to the hospital. Rogers indicated that due to the patient's position on the cot, Officers
Sides was unable to remove the handcuffs from the patient and patient care was provided while
the patient remained handcuffed.  

 Davis subsequently expired at
the hospital.         
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On 06-04-2020 S/A Tijerino reviewed the background of NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB: 
.

As a result of the aforementioned review S/A Tijerino noted the following:

DAVIS had a valid Wisconsin Drivers License.

DAVIS did not have a criminal history.

DAVIS had a WI State ID Number:  758160.

DAVIS served in the US Army and was honorably discharged. 
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On 5/18/2020, at approximately 11:09am, Wisconsin Department of Justice/Division of Criminal
Investigation (WI-DOJ/DCI) Special Agent (SA) Ann Sheridan interviewed Detective Melissa
Stardy of the Caledonia Police Department regarding this officer involved death investigation.

SA Sheridan was assigned to take custody of the deceased subject, Nathan L. Davis, M/W, DOB: 
 at All Saints Ascension Hospital located at 3801 Spring Street, Racine, WI 53405. 

Upon arrival to the emergency room, SA Sheridan met with Detective Stardy.  Stardy stated on
today's date a search warrant was to be executed at 4305 Erie Street, #538, Caledonia, WI 53402. 
Stardy stated the warrant was in relation to an Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC)
investigation.  Stardy stated the case officer gathered intelligence regarding the target of the
investigation, Nathan Davis.  It was determined through some information gathering, Davis was
in possession of several firearms and had an abusive history with former domestic partners.  Due
to this information, it was determined officers would make contact with Davis 

rather than officers entering a potentially dangerous
environment.  Stardy stated she attended a briefing this morning regarding the operational plan. 
Stardy stated she would be able to provide SA Sheridan with the operational plan regarding
Davis.  Stardy stated Officer Sides and Sergeant Rager were tasked with meeting with Davis. 
Stardy stated she was assigned to stand by at a nearby location, St. Mesrob Church, 4605 Erie
Street, Racine, WI 53402.  Stardy stated she was at this location with Lt. Erin Laehr, Detective
Chris Schuster, Officer Andrew Gelden and Officer Brandon Kerr.  While waiting to respond to
Davis' residence, Officers Gelden and Kerr were dispatched to an unrelated call.  Stardy stated
she did not know the exact time, but while standing by, she heard "shots fired" by officers who
were in contact with Davis.  Stardy stated she responded to the parking lot of Davis' apartment
and observed Davis lying on his stomach in between two cars in the parking lot.  Stardy observed
blood coming from Davis' head.  Stardy stated there were officers on scene 

  Officers and medical personnel were attending to Davis and she was tasked
with taking photographs of the scene.  Stardy stated these photographs would be available for SA
Sheridan to obtain.  Davis was placed in an ambulance and conveyed to All Saints Ascension,
Stardy followed, along with Officer Jonathan Friesma.  Upon arrival to the hospital, Stardy
observed medical staff perform life saving efforts on Davis.  Davis was pronounced deceased at
9:32am by Dr. Gary Swart.  The Racine County Medical Examiners Office was contacted and
Stardy remained with Davis until SA Sheridan's arrival. 

SA Sheridan thanked Stardy for her time and provided Stardy with her business card.  
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On 5/18/2020, at approximately 11:09am, Wisconsin Department of Justice/Division of Criminal
Investigation (WI-DOJ/DCI) Special Agent (SA) Ann Sheridan interviewed Officer Jonathan
Friesma of the Caledonia Police Department regarding this officer involved death investigation.

SA Sheridan was assigned to take custody of the deceased subject, Nathan L. Davis, M/W, DOB: 
 at All Saints Ascension Hospital located at 3801 Spring Street, Racine, WI 53405. 

Upon arrival to the emergency room, SA Sheridan met with Detective Melissa Stardy of the
Caledonia Police Department.  Stardy stated on today's date a search warrant was to be executed
at 4305 Erie Street, #538, Caledonia, WI 53402.  Stardy stated the warrant was in relation to an
Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) investigation.  Stardy provided SA Sheridan with a
statement of her involvement, please see supplement report.  Stardy then introduced Officer
Jonathan Friesma who was in the hallway of the emergency room to SA Sheridan.  SA Sheridan
then obtained a statement from Officer Friesma regarding his involvement in this investigation.
Officer Friesma stated he attended a briefing regarding the search warrant to be executed at
Davis' residence.  Officer Friesma was assigned to stand by out of sight of the target residence
while Officer Sides and Sergeant Rager made contact with Davis.  Officer Friesma stated he was
in his marked squad car parked behind a garage in an attached parking lot to the target residence. 
Officer Friesma stated from his location he could not see Officer Sides and Sergeant Rager's
contact with Davis.  While parked in this location, he was aware officers were in contact with
Davis.  Officer Friesma stated he heard a gunshot and immediately responded to the area of the
parking lot where he knew Officer Sides and Sergeant Rager to be in contact with Davis.  Officer
Friesma stated upon his approach he observed both Officer Sides and Sergeant Rager to have
their firearms drawn and directed at a subject lying on the ground.  This subject was described to
be lying on their stomach  Officer
Friesma drew his firearm and directed it at the subject on the ground.  He stated he could not see
the subjects hands, as they were under his stomach.  This subject was later identified as Davis. 
Officer Friesma stated Davis was wearing a black puffy jacket.  Officer Friesma stated Officer
Sides handcuffed Davis and provided medical attention.  

Officer Friesma was then tasked with securing the scene and  searching Davis' residence.  Officer
Friesma stated he searched Davis' residence with Officer Kerr and Officer Geldon.  After the
search of the residence, he and Detective Stardy followed the ambulance to the hospital where
Davis was pronounced deceased.

SA Sheridan thanked Officer Friesma for his time and ended her contact with him.
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:00 am, Special Agent (SA) Shannon D Jones of
the Wisconsin (WI) Department of Justice (DOJ) – Division of Criminal Investigations (DCI)
was notified of an Officer Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, Wisconsin. The
notification was initiated by Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol. While enroute
to Caledonia, Wisconsin, SAC David Klabunde requested SA Jones to respond to the Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) located at 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, Wisconsin, to assist in
the investigation efforts.
SA Jones was later asked to assist in the review of dispatched calls for this incident. 

On Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 6:30 am, SA Jones reviewed the call placed by
CAPD Patrol Officer (PO) Robert Sides to the dispatcher. SA Jones noted the following
transmissions: 

Audio Length 01:33

00:01 – PO Sides – Can I get a hold?

00:02 – PO Sides – PO Sides Caledonia

00:03 – Dispatcher – Hey. 

00:06 – PO Sides – Can you copy a phone number for a place we are going to? 

00:07 – Dispatcher - Yeah. Go ahead. 

00:08 – PO Sides – 

00:15 – Dispatcher – Okay. 

00:18 – PO Sides –  Okay?

00:19 – Dispatcher – Okay. 

00:20 – PO Sides – Now once we get there, you are going to be trying to a hold of Nathan Lee
Davis. 

00:26 – Dispatcher – Nathan Lee Davis?

00:27 – PO Sides – Yep.

00:27 – Dispatcher – Okay. 

00:28 – PO Sides - The vehicle lists back to him. It should be on a Green CRV Honda. 

00:30 – Dispatcher – Okay. 
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00:31 – PO Sides –

00:33 – Dispatcher – Okay. 

00:37 – PO Sides – If he could come outside  

00:41 – Dispatcher – Okay. 

00:41 – PO Sides – And he will come out. If he doesn’t answer, let me know on Channel Two (2)
and then we will go and do a knock and talk. 

00:47 – Dispatcher – Okay. So, you are going to let me know when to do this right? So, it’s not
just yet. 

00:49 – PO Sides – Yep. I will give you a plate. I will give you the plate and make sure it’s the
right plate too. 

00:55 – Dispatcher – Yep. Go ahead. 

00:56 – PO Sides – Make sure I’m sitting on the right car. Okay. 

00:58 – Dispatcher – Yeah. Go ahead. 

01:00 – PO Sides – Then I will tell you I need the 21.

01:01 – Dispatcher – Okay.

01:02 – PO Sides – 

01:06 – Dispatcher – And you want me to call him and tell him that when you ask me to?
Anything else over the air? Or?

01:14 – PO Sides – You don’t have to do nothing over the air. If you get a hold of him, just say,
“Yeah, he is coming out.”

01:16 – Dispatcher – Okay. 

01:17 – PO Sides – I got a hold of him and he is coming out. 

01:19 – Dispatcher – Okay. 

01:20 – PO Sides – We are on Channel Two (2) though. 

01:21 – Dispatcher – Yes. I understand. 

01:23 – PO Sides – Okay. Sounds good. 
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01:24 – Dispatcher – Okay. 

01:25 – PO Sides – We are kind of heading that way right now to get center staged. 

01:26 – Dispatcher – Okay. Alright. Bye. 

01:28 – PO Sides – Thank You. 

Audio Ended 01:33

SA Jones completed the review of the call on Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 7:20 am. 

A copy of this audio was placed on inventory under Report #20-3776 / 7.1. 
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:00 am, Special Agent (SA) Shannon D Jones of
the Wisconsin (WI) Department of Justice (DOJ) – Division of Criminal Investigations (DCI)
was notified of an Officer Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, Wisconsin. The
notification was initiated by Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol. While enroute
to Caledonia, Wisconsin, SAC David Klabunde requested SA Jones to respond to the Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) located at 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, Wisconsin, to assist in
the investigation efforts.

SA Jones was later asked to assist in the review of dispatched calls for this incident. 

On Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 7:30 am, SA Jones reviewed the call placed by
Racine County Dispatcher to the target residence. SA Jones noted the following: 

Audio Length 00:45

00:01 – Dispatcher – Call Placed / Phone Ringing.

00:33 – Voice mail – Please leave your message for 

00:45 - No Answer.

Audio Ended 00:45

SA Jones completed the review of the call on Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 7:35 am. 

A copy of this audio was placed on inventory under Report #20-3776 / 7.1. 
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:00 am, Special Agent (SA) Shannon D Jones of
the Wisconsin (WI) Department of Justice (DOJ) – Division of Criminal Investigations (DCI)
was notified of an Officer Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, Wisconsin. The
notification was initiated by Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol. While enroute
to Caledonia, Wisconsin, SAC David Klabunde requested SA Jones to respond to the Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) located at 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, Wisconsin, to assist in
the investigation efforts.

SA Jones was later asked to assist in the review of Fire Dispatched Radio Transmissions for this
incident. 

On Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 7:40 am, SA Jones reviewed the Fire Dispatched
Radio Transmissions. SA Jones noted the following transmissions: 

Audio Length 02:18

00:10 – Dispatcher – Respond with PD to 4305 Erie Street. Unit 538. Officers on scene with a
patient with a self-inflicted GSW to the head. Med 32 – Respond to 4305 Erie Street. Unit 538.
On scene with a party that has a self-inflicted GSW to the head. (Hard to understand the rest)

00:35 – Med 12 – 532 from Med 12

00:43 – Squad 532 – Med 12 Go ahead

00:46 – Med 12 – Med 32 from Med 12

00:54 – Med 12 – You guys need assistance over there or are you good?

01:00 – 582 – 582 to dispatch.

01:06 – Med 12 – Dispatch from Med 12

01:07 – Dispatcher – Med 12 Go ahead

01:12 – Med 12 – Headed to the run at 4305 Erie. 

01:13 – Dispatcher – 10-4 Med 12

01:54 – Med 32 – Dispatcher from Med 32

01:56 – Dispatcher – Med 32 

01:57 – Med 32 – You can …. from this call. We are going to be currently out of service until
further notice. 

02:03 – Dispatcher – 10-4. Thank You. 
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Audio Ended 02:18

SA Jones completed the review of the call on Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 8:05 am. 

A copy of this audio was placed on inventory under Report #20-3776 / 7.1.
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:00 am, Special Agent (SA) Shannon D Jones of
the Wisconsin (WI) Department of Justice (DOJ) – Division of Criminal Investigations (DCI)
was notified of an Officer Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, Wisconsin. The
notification was initiated by Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol. While enroute
to Caledonia, Wisconsin, SAC David Klabunde requested SA Jones to respond to the Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) located at 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, Wisconsin, to assist in
the investigation efforts.

SA Jones was later asked to assist in the review of an Initial Call to Racine County Dispatch by
CAPD Detective (Det) Christopher Schuster regarding this incident. 

On Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 8:10 am, SA Jones reviewed the Initial Call to
Racine County Dispatch by CAPD Detective (Det) Christopher Schuster. SA Jones noted the
following transmissions: 

Audio Length 02:14

00:01 – Dispatcher – Racine County Dispatch

00:02 – Det Schuster – Hi. This is Det Schuster with Caledonia. How are you doing today? 

00:05 – Dispatcher – Good. How are you?

00:06 – Det Schuster – Can’t complain. The reason I’m calling is me and a couple other officers
are going to be executing a search warrant over at the Concord Apartments. 

00:17 – Dispatcher – Okay.

00:18 – Det Schuster – And I kind of want to give you the rundown of who is going to be there
and if we can utilize Channel Two (2). 

00:23 – Dispatcher – What time?

00:25 – Det Schuster – Pretty quick here. Probably within the half hour. 

00:28 – Dispatcher – At Concord. Channel Two (2). Alright. What’s the address? 

00:35 – Det Schuster – 4305 Erie Street Apartment 538

00:45 – Dispatcher – Uh huh. Apartment 538. And then who is gonna be on?

00:48 – Det Schuster – Uh. There is a whole check load. So, you will have Lieutenant Erin Laehr
as Command, Sergeant Richard Rager, Detective Schuster, Detective Stardy, Detective Thomas,
Sides, Gelden, Buehler, and Kerr also there. 
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01:28 – Dispatcher – Okay (Multiple Times). Do you guys have unit numbers or no?

01:30 – Det Schuster – No. 

01:31 – Dispatcher – Okay. We will just put them in then. Can I put you on hold for just a second
to see if you can use Channel Two (2)?

01:37 – Det Schuster – Sure.

01:44 – Dispatcher – Alright. Using Channel Two (2) is fine. 

01:46 – Det Schuster – Okay. 

01:47 – Dispatcher – Do you want us to put you on the board now and start a call or do you
wanna call back? 

01:50 – Det Schuster – Uh….. Go ahead and put us on the board now. 

01:55 – Dispatcher – Okay. Okay. 

01:59 – Det Schuster – And then if you could restack it for Caledonia case 20-7158.

02:02 – Dispatcher – 20-7158. Okay. 

02:05 – Det Schuster – Yep. Alright. Thank You. 

02:09 – Dispatcher – Yeah. Bye. 

Audio Ended 02:14

SA Jones completed the review of the call on Tuesday, May 26, 2020, at approximately 8:40 am. 

A copy of this audio was placed on inventory under Report #20-3776 / 7.1.
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On Monday, May 18, 2020, at approximately 10:00 am, Special Agent (SA) Shannon D Jones of
the Wisconsin (WI) Department of Justice (DOJ) – Division of Criminal Investigations (DCI)
was notified of an Officer Involved Death (OID) investigation in Caledonia, Wisconsin. The
notification was initiated by Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Christina McNichol. While enroute
to Caledonia, Wisconsin, SAC David Klabunde requested SA Jones to respond to the Caledonia
Police Department (CAPD) located at 6900 Nicholson Road, Caledonia, Wisconsin, to assist in
the investigation efforts.

SA Jones was later asked to assist in the review of Racine County Dispatched Radio
Transmissions for this incident. 

On Wednesday, May 27, 2020, at approximately 6:30 am, SA Jones reviewed the Racine County
Dispatched Radio Transmissions. SA Jones noted the following transmissions: 

Audio Length 08:28

00:01 – Squad 213 – Squad 213

00:02 – Dispatcher – Squad 213

00:04 – Squad 213 – 07230

00:10 – Dispatcher – Copy

00:15 – Squad 045 – 045

00:19 – Dispatcher – 045

00:24 – Squad 201 – 201 (Unable to determine words)

00:25 – Dispatcher – Copy 201

00:30 – Squad 74 – 74 23 

00:31 – Dispatcher – 10-4

00:37 – Squad 216 – 216 Dispatch on Two 

00:44 – Squad 216 – 216 Dispatch on Two

00:50 – Squad 216 – 216 to Dispatch 

00:53 – Dispatcher – 216 Sorry. Go ahead.

00:55 – Squad 216 – No sure you copy on Two or not. You can go ahead and make that 21.
.
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01:00 – Dispatcher – Copy

01:05 – Squad 30 – Squad 30 to Dispatch

01:08 – Dispatcher – Go ahead. 

01:10 – Squad 30 – Alright. He is in custody. You can confirm and if you give us the dollar
amount, that would be great.  

01:02 – Dispatcher – 10-4

01:21 – Squad 213 – 213 to (Unable to make out the words). Go back to Nine. Looks like Two is
not working.  

01:30 – Dispatcher – Dispatch copy. 216 that’s the right plate. 

01:35 – Squad 216 – Copy that. Then we will stay on Two if you’re copying us. We were just
trying to radio you and you know. Go ahead and make the call.  

01:44 – Dispatcher – Copy.

01:52 – Dispatcher – 216 There was no answer.

01:58 – Squad 216 – 10-4. Can you give it a minute and try one more time? Can you leave a
message?

02:04 – Dispatcher – Copy.

02:11 – Squad 216 – Squad 216 to Squads. Made contact with this ….. He is going to come
outside . 

02:25 – Squad 216 – 216 to Kerr and Gelden. Why don’t you head out there with Buehler. 

02:36 – Unknown Squad – Shots Fired! Shots Fired! 

02:39 – Unknown Squad - Suspect Down. 

02:42 – Dispatcher – Dispatch Copy. 

02:52 – Unknown Squad – Send Rescue. GSW to the head. 

02:53 – Dispatcher – Copy. Will send rescue. Gunshot wound to the head. Are all officers
accounted for?

03:03 – Dispatcher – Dispatch to 5

03:12 – Dispatcher – Dispatch to any squad on Erie Street. 

03:13 – Squad 016 – 016 Go ahead. All officers are okay. Suspect GSW. Self-inflicted.
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03:21 – Dispatcher – Dispatch Copy. All officers are okay. GSW is self-inflicted. We are
dispatching rescue. 

03:32 – Squad 203 – 203 to Dispatch

03:34 – Dispatcher – 203

03:40 – Squad 203 - ….. I am Incident Command. 

03:44 – Dispatcher – I’m sorry. I could not copy you 203. 

03:48 – Squad 203 – I am Incident Command. 

03:51 – Dispatcher – Dispatch Copy. 

04:03 – Squad 216 – 216 to Dispatch.

04:06 – Dispatcher – 216

04:10 – Squad 216 – 206 We will be clearing the apartment. 

04:13 – Dispatcher – Copy. 206 Will be clearing the apartment. 

04:20 – Dispatcher – Dispatch to 201.

04:24 – Squad 201 – 201

04:28 – Dispatcher – 201 Your portable came up. 

04:31 – Squad 201 – I’m good. Thank You. 

04:35– Dispatcher – 10-4

04:42 – Squad 208 – 208 to Dispatch. I will be heading up to the PD with 213

04:46 – Dispatcher – Copy. 208 and 213 heading up to the PD. 

04:54 – Squad 206 – 206 to Dispatch

04:56 – Dispatcher – 206

04:58 – Squad 206 – Myself and 201 will be enroute to the hospital. 

05:01 – Dispatcher – Copy

05:10 – Dispatcher – Dispatch to 203

05:11 – Squad 203 – 203

05:14 – Dispatcher – Are you guys still operating on Two are you switching back to Nine?
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05:18 – Squad 203 – We can go back to Nine. Thank You.  

05:21 – Dispatcher – Copy

05:25 – Dispatcher – Any squad on the sheriff channel Two and go back to MCF channel Nine.
The air is now clear. (Unable to make out the rest). 

05:40 – Squad 205 – 205 to Dispatch

05:41 – Dispatcher – 205

05:45 – Squad 205 – Take me out of this and put me with 213 please. 

05:48 – Dispatcher – Copy. And then take 213 off?

05:51 – Squad 205 – Affirmative

05:54 – Dispatcher – Copy

06:01 – Squad 211 – (Unable to make out what was being said)

06:05 – Dispatcher – Go ahead.

06:08 – Squad 211 – 4650 (Unable to make out what was being said)

06:14 – Dispatcher – I’m sorry. What squad did you say?

06:16 – Squad 211 – 211

06:21 – Dispatcher – Copy. Thank You. 

06:25 – Squad 216 – 216 to 211

06:35 – Squad 216 – 216 to 211

06:38 – Squad 211 – Go ahead

06:41 – Squad 216 – Can you meet me at 4305 Erie Street?

06:46 – Squad 211 – Alright

06:51 – Dispatcher – Dispatch Copy

06:55 – Squad 213 – 213 to Dispatch

07:00 – Dispatcher – 213

07:03 – Squad 213 – I will be out at the PD referencing this call. 

07:06 – Dispatcher – 10-4
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07:10 – Squad 204 – 204 to Dispatch

07:15 – Dispatcher – 204

07:18 – Squad 204 – I will be out doing a canvass ….. (Unable to determine what else was said)

07:25 – Dispatcher – Did you say that you were out there? 

07:28 – Squad 204 – We’re doing a neighborhood canvass. (Unable to determine what else was
said)

07:33 – Dispatcher – I copy 204

07:39 – Squad 210 – 210 to Sgt

07:42 – Dispatcher – 210

07:44 – Squad 210 – Hey Sgt I just got my squad finally started. Do you want me over in the
area? 

07:50 – Male Voice – Yeah. Affirmative. Please. 

07:52 – Squad 210 – 10-4 on that

07:55 – Dispatcher – Dispatch copy

08:03 – Squad 211 – 211 23 in the area 

08:05 – Dispatcher – Copy 211

08:10 – Squad 205 – 205 to Dispatch. I will be enroute back to my PD. 

08:17 – Dispatcher – Copy 20

08:23 – Dispatcher – Copy 205

Audio Ended 08:28

SA Jones completed the review of the Racine County Dispatched Radio Transmissions on
Wednesday, May 27, 2020, at approximately 8:35 am. 

A copy of this audio was placed on inventory under Report #20-3776 / 7.1.
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On 06-08-2020 S/A Tijerino received a copy of the Final Autopsy report - Re:  NATHAN LEE
DAVIS, W/M, DOB: 

S/A Tijerino reviewed the aforementioned report and noted the following:

Date of Death was listed as 05-18-2020 at 9:32 AM.

Date of Autopsy was 05-19-2020 at 8:35 AM.

Autopsy was performed by Brian L. Peterson, M.D.

Present during the Autopsy of DAVIS were Dr. Peterson and Forensic Pathology Assistant
Carmen Alicea.

It should be noted that no Law Enforcement personnel was present during the autopsy of DAVIS
due to restrictions established due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Autopsy report notes the Final Diagnoses as:

1-

2-

3-

4-

Cause of Death was a Gunshot wound of Head.

It should be noted that Toxicology reports are still pending.

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the DAVIS autopsy report as an attachment to
this report.
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On 05-27-2020 S/A Tijerino transported three (3) items of evidence to the Wisconsin State Crime
Lab (WSCL) - Re: NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB: .

The aforementioned items are as follows:

Item A - One (1) sealed manila envelope containing fired cartridge case(s) - DCI Inventory 
# 20-3776/1.6.

Item B - One (1) sealed box containing handgun with magazine and unfired cartridge - DCI
Inventory # 20-3776/1.7.

Item C - One (1) sealed plastic bag containing fired bullet(s) contained in a manila 
envelope - DCI Inventory # 20-3776/13.1.

The above listed items were taken in by Margaret E. Goodwin.

The WSCL assigned the DAVIS investigation Case Number R20-1550.

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the WSCL Receipt of Physical Evidence as part
of this report.
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On 05-18-2020 the Caledonia Police Department, hereinafter referred to as CAPD, attempted to
serve an ICAC Search Warrant at 4305 Erie St., Apartment # 538, in the City of Caledonia. 
While attempting to take NATHAN LEE DAVIS, W/M, DOB: nto custody, DAVIS
became combative and separated himself from the arresting Law Enforcement Officer and drew a
handgun from his own waistband and shot himself in the head. 

DAVIS was provided with life saving measures and ultimately conveyed to the Wheaton
Franciscan medical Center located at 3801 Spring St. in Racine, WI, where he subsequently died
from his self inflicted injuries. 

Lt. Laehr of the Caledonia PD (CAPD) requested that DCI conduct the OID investigation. 

DCI responded with 1 SAC and 10 Special Agents and conducted officer interviews and
uniform/weapon inspections, scene investigation, hospital investigation and family notifications.
DCI did not utilize the WSCL or the WSP TRU due to the small size of the scene and limited
items of evidence.

Special Agent Ricardo Tijerino was assigned as the lead agent in the investigation.

Interviews of Caledonia PD Officers, police and fire radio and telephone communications, CAPD
reports and scene examination revealed the following: 

The CAPD attempted to draw DAVIS out of his apartment due to the fact that CAPD had learned
that DAVIS owned numerous firearms.  CAPD Officers made physical contact with DAVIS near
his vehicle:  2003 Honda SUV, Green in color and bearing WI registration plate 

Sgt. Richard Rager of the CAPD informed DAVIS that he was under arrest and at this time
DAVIS became combative and as he created distance between himself and Sgt. Rager he
withdrew a handgun from his own waist and shot himself in the head.   

None of the eight (8) CAPD Officers interviewed stated that they or any other officers fired any
weapons at any time during the attempted arrest of DAVIS.  

Weapon inspections of CAPD Personnel conducted after the incident showed no evidence of any
of the officer's weapons having been recently fired. No Squad video or Body camera Video was
available of the incident.  Case Agents found no surveillance video from any of the residences in
the vicinity of the incident.   

Caledonia EMS Fire Department Personnel arrived at the scene at the request of CAPD Officers
and attempted life saving measures.  Case Agents interviewed the three (3) members of the
Caledonia Fire Department that responded to the scene and attempted life saving measures on
DAVIS. 
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Law Enforcement was unable to locate any citizen witnesses to the incident that led to the death
of DAVIS.

Law Enforcement recovered from underneath the body of DAVIS a small handgun described as a
Ruger LCP II .380 Automatic, blue and black in color and bearing Serial Number:  380256506. 
DCI Inventory #20-3776/1.7.

A fired cartridge case was located on the pavement, east of DAVIS' Honda CRV.  DCI Inventory
#20-3776/1.6.

An autopsy was performed on DAVIS on 05-19-2020 at the Milwaukee County Medical
Examiner's Office by Dr. Brian L. Peterson.  The final autopsy protocol is included in the case
file but the toxicology report was not available at the time this summary was written.

This incident will be reviewed by Racine County District Attorney Patricia Hanson.  
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On Monday, May 18th, 2020, Special Agent (SA) Tamara Taubel and SA Neil McGrath
interviewed Caledonia Fire Department Lieutenant (Lt.) Matthew Yanny at the Caledonia Fire
and Rescue Station 12. 

Lt. Yanny was working as the Lt. of Med 12 on Monday, May 18th, 2020, and began his shift at
7:00 a.m. Lt. Yanny was part of the “B Shift” and was scheduled to work from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00
a.m. Lt. Yanny has been employed by the Caledonia Fire Department for approximately 24 years
and as a Lt. since 2013.

Lt. Yanny was working on Med 12 with Firefighter (FF) Alexander Hagen and FF Krista Lucero.
Med 32 had responded to a call at the apartment complex of 4305 Erie Street while Med 12 was
completing a different call. Med 12 was leaving the hospital and returning to the firehouse. Lt
Yanny asked Med 32, over the radio, if they needed Med 12 to respond to their location. Med 12
responded to the north entrance of the apartment complex, near Med 32. Med 12 parked in the
parking lot, to the right of the driveway, facing south. FF Hagen and FF Lucero remained in the
ambulance while Lt. Yanny began gathering his gear. FF Anthony Aiello, of Med 32, advised Lt.
Yanny that the patient was already in the ambulance and Med 12 was not needed. Lt. Yanny did
not see anything prior to leaving the scene in Med 12 with FF Hagen and FF Lucero.
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On 06-15-2020 S/A Tijerino received a copy of WSCL Report #1 -

The above listed report was dated 06-11-2020 and was authored by 
 

The WSCL assigned the Caledonia Case # R20-1550.

On 06-24-2020 S/A Tijerino examined the aforementioned report and noted the following:

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of WSCL Report #1 as an attachment to this report.
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On 06-24-2020 S/A Tijerino received a copy of the Toxicology report from the Milwaukee
County Medical Examiner's Office - Re: Nathan Lee Davis.

The above listed report was dated  06-17-2020 and was approved by Forensic Technical Director
Sara J. Schreiber.

The Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office assigned the DAVIS case # 20-03465.

S/A Tijerino reviewed the aforementioned Toxicology report and noted the following:

Six specimens (Items) were submitted for analysis with the following screening results:

S/A Tijerino electronically submitted a copy of the aforementioned Toxicology report as an
attachment to this report.
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